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ABSTRACT
The rise of digital technologies has created a profound effect on the built environment, providing a 
powerful extension to prefabricated construction. For centuries the architect was responsible for both 
design and expertise in various construction techniques while also coordinating the construction process.  
This relationship to material, technique and process has become increasingly lost throughout architectural 
discourse; digital technologies now offer a direct link between the design and construction, expanding the 
role of the modern-day architect. 
Digital technologies have been criticised for generating uncontrolled and meaningless architecture; this 
project aims to formulate a case for the opposite projection. The rise of digital culture has provided a 
unique platform for cultural and contextual expression. To support this argument, the study herewith 
draws upon architectural theory regarding the use of digital technologies and ornamental expression, 
arguing for its presence. This project investigates the current methods of digital fabrication and associated 
software technology used in architecture through a contextual lens. This project explores how Computer-
aided design (CAD) and Computer-aided machining (CAM) technologies can be exploited to enhance 
architecture and cultural identity in the digital age.  This proposed design project is based in Rotorua. 
This region embodies a unique connection to wood through its people and traditional crafts. The research 
around digital technologies has been centred around the use of engineered timber products, producing 
building components that compliment the wood first policy adopted by Rotorua. A proposed waterfront 
development concept designed by Wraights and Associates has provided the design framework and 
parameters for this project. This waterfront development has highlighted the need to replace an existing 
concert hall/ event space that has been demolished. This site provides unique opportunities to investigate 
the exploitation of digital technologies and their potential to enhance cultural expression.
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1.0INTRODUCTION
The introduction chapter will be divided into three 
sections, background, project outline and document 
structure. A brief background section will provide 
an introduction to the research contained in this 
document. Following this, the design output section 
will explain the components that will be used to 
formulate an architectural brief. The document 
structure part will briefly explain the contents 
contained in this document and its relevance. 
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BACKGROUND

Since the beginning of the first industrial revolution, we have been drawn 
to the efficiency and quality of industrial manufacturing surrounding 
architectural practice. The introduction of new materials and processes 
became revolutionary for building spaces, form and functionality. These 
ideas were advocated by modernists, such as Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, Le 
Corbusier and Walter Gropius, although many others could lay claim. These 
pioneers of modernism celebrated the use of machine production for mass 
housing and the standardisation of buildings. Rationality, efficiency and 
functionality formed the foundations of the modernism movement. In the 
eyes of the modernist, architectural form was undoubtedly a by-product 
of function. Architectural design was exercised using a rational approach, 
ignoring contextual and cultural references.1 
 Today, architecture demands more than functional aspirations. 
Emerging technologies present vast opportunities to interpret and express 
cultural context. So far we have experienced three revolutions: the industrial 
revolution, the technological revolution and the digital revolution. We are 
now moving towards another phase of the digital revolution, which has been 
labelled the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The industrial revolution began in 
the 18th century, introducing standardised and automated manufacturing. 
These new tools helped address population growth, urbanisation and social 
change.2 The technological revolution began in the second half of the 19th 
century; it further advanced automation through a better understanding 

1  M. Fil Hearn, Ideas that shaped buildings (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2003), 324.
2  Alvise Simondetti, Chris Luebkeman, and Gereon Uerz, “2060: An Autonomously Crafted Built Envi-
ronment,” Architectural Design 87, no. 4 (July 2017): 127, doi:10.1002/ad.2204. 

of building materials. This gave birth to the skyscrapers of Chicago and 
New York, providing materials that fueled the modernist movement.3 
The digital revolution commenced in the 1950s, presenting advances 
in computing power that further rationalised manufacturing processes 
by digitising them.4 The fourth industrial revolution, an extension of 
the digital revolution, has recently introduced autonomous assembly 
powered by machine learning. This presents radical new ways in 
which we may tackle population growth, urbanisation and the speed 
of change.5 The digital revolution has presented designers with a wide 
range of tools at their disposal. The combination of 3D modelling and 
CAM software has broken boundaries in architectural design, thus 
changing our perception of limitations. The introduction of CAD/CAM 
technologies bridges the gap between the builder and architect, creating 
new ways to practise architecture in the digital age. Digital fabrication in 
architecture is now demanding more attention, accelerated by ongoing 
developments in computer numerical control (CNC) machinery and the 
software applications that control them. Complex geometry created in 
the digital realm can now transcend into physical componentry easier 
than ever before. Technology has allowed architects to explore new 
avenues through exploiting the efficiency of the machine, avenues that 
would otherwise be dictated by economic constraints. 

3  Simondetti, Luebkeman, and Uerz, “ Autonomously Crafted Built Environment,” 127.
4  Simondetti, Luebkeman, and Uerz, “ Autonomously Crafted Built Environment,” 127.
5  Simondetti, Luebkeman, and Uerz, “ Autonomously Crafted Built Environment,” 127.
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These developments in technology have facilitated the influx of patterns, textures 
and colours used by designers worldwide. 
 Technology has inevitably become vital in many aspects of architectural 
practice. Nevertheless, the subject of technology has become a contentious a 
topic of debate, with critics feeling uneasy about its influence. Technological 
critics such as Peter Eisenman believe that its use begins to question to the issues 
of authorship, creativity and context.6 However, Antoine Picon, an architectural 
critic and professor at Harvard University, suggested that we shift our focus from 
the negatives or positives of this phenomenon, to focus on the direction in which 
architecture is going. Picon argued that, “We are now past these initial reactions 
of enthusiasm or concern. The question is no longer whether digital technology 
is a good or bad thing for design; it is rather about the direction architecture is 
taking under its influence.”7 Architectural mogul, Frank Lloyd Wright has left a 
profound impact on architectural practice and embraced innovation throughout 
his work. He stated that “If I was to realise new buildings I should have a new 
technique. I should have to design buildings so that they would not only be 
appropriate to materials but design them so the machine that would make them 
could make them surpassingly well.”8 The adoption of digital machining has 
opened entirely new ways to express cultural motifs and contextual narratives 
through the production of complex building forms and ornamental expression. 
These digital tools should be utilised appropriately to produce architecture which 
embodies meaning by embracing cultural context and site-specific relationships.

6  John Hill, “Time - Space - Existence: Peter Eisenman Interview,” World- Architects, last modified June 22, 
2016, https://www.world-architects.com/en/architecture-news/film/peter-eisenman-interview.
7  Antoine Picon, Digital Culture in Architecture : An Introduction for the Design Professions (Boston, MA: 
Birkhaeuser, 2010) 8.
8 Frank Lloyd Wright, Frank Lloyd Wright: An Autobiography,(Toronto: Longmans, Green and Company, 1932) 
P149
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PROJECT OUTLINE

Context: 
The design outcome will be sympathetic to the 
context of Rotorua incorporating cultural narratives 
and important cultural aspects that foster a sense of 
place and identity. 
Digital Craft:
Under the technology umbrella, computer-aided 
design (CAD) and computer aided machining (CAM) 
will be investigated, assessed and exploited during 
the design process.
Timber:
The design approach will look at engineered timber 
materials which complement the ambitions of 
Rotorua’s Wood First Policy and the presence of its 
forestry industry. The proposed building will embody 
the unique benefits of this material

Architectural Brief:
The architectural brief for this project was formulated using the Rotorua 
waterfront development scheme to establish an architectural product 
and associated design parameters. The project consists of designing 
a building to replace the ‘soundshell’, a retired concert hall that is 
currently in the stages of being demolished. Programmatically, the 
proposed building scheme will incorporate a public hall, bar/restaurant 
and flexible event/community space. This proposed event space 
becomes the vehicle for exploring the potential of digital timber craft 
using cultural and contextual relationships to drive design inspiration.

The design output of this project is based on 
three key components and these underpin the 
architectural brief, as outlined below:

12



DOCUMENT STRUCTURE

Methods:
The method section contains the research question along 
with the associated aims and objectives for this project. It 
also explains the relevance of the literature and the design 
methods that will be used to achieve the architectural 
product.
Literature:
The literature section reviews current knowledge in the field, 
providing the necessary information to tackle this project. 
Site Background:
The site background section delivers information that is 
relevant to New Zealand’s context and more specifically to 
Rotorua, the chosen site location for this project. 

Precedents:
The precedents section analyses various projects which 
embody components or theories established in the literature 
and background section of this document. This provides an 
understanding of the various ways these components can be 
incorporated into architectural practice. 
Scope and Limitations:
A project scope will be formulated by assessing the literature and 
background information. This helps define project limitations 
in order to answer the research question and produce an 
architectural outcome.
Design Process:
Finally, the design process combines all the components 
mentioned above, creating an architectural product that reflects 
the information contained in this document.

This document is organised into five main parts:

13



2.0METHODS
The introduction chapter is divided into three 
sections, background, design output and document 
structure. A brief background section provides 
an introduction to the research contained in this 
document. Following this, the design output 
section explains the components that will be used 
to formulate an architectural brief. The document 
structure part briefly explains the contents contained 
in this document and its relevance. 

14
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RESEARCH QUESTION
How can timber technologies, complemented by digital design processes 
be exploited to enhance architectural design and express contextual 
relationships?

The research question for this project is:
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AIMS & OBJECTIVES

1. To grasp an understanding of digital technologies that are currently 
influencing architectural practice today.

             The objectives of this aim is to:
 o provide a historical background of digital tools and their  
  development in architectural practice
 o identify digital fabrication techniques and discover   
  how they can be implemented in architectural practice.

2. To discover how technology can be exploited to enhance and 
express contextual and cultural relationships within architectural 
design.

             The objectives of this aim are to:
 o critically assess the use of technology in architectural  
  practice, identifying potential implications and benefits  
  that arise from these advancements.
 o classify and evaluate how technological    
  advancements can be used to express site and cultural  
  context. 
 o formulate a cultural narrative to provide design   
  direction and inform design decisions.

3. To experiment with digital machining techniques using engineered 
timber product used in the architectural industry.

            The objective of this aim is to:
 o develop an understanding of the CAD/CAM software   
  used to control CNC automated machinery.
 o develop an understanding of the material characteristics   
  of various timber products and the machines used to 
 o produce digitally fabricated components for the design   
  outcome and develop these components through an   
  iterative process.
 o utilise the prototyping process to critically evaluate and   
  inform design decisions, to effectively integrate timber   
  into the design.

There are three research aims, each with their respective objectives:

17



LITERATURE

Prefabrication - Responsibilities and Opportunities: 
The ideas discussed in this section extend into the realm of digital fabrication, 
unpacking the underlying complications of prefabrication and its misguided 
use in the construction industry.
The emergence of Digital Culture and Fabrication:
This section explores the origins and historical development of digital tools 
in the architectural realm. It also provides an understanding of how these 
tools are currently being used in practice, uncovering the potential benefits 
as well as the complications that are imposed on the design outcome. 
This section establishes the digital fabrication techniques currently used 
in architecture and how they can be utilised to achieve an architectural 
product.
Tolerance:
This section analyses the significance of tolerance in digital fabrication. The 
integration of tolerance is crucial during the design stages, it can significantly 
impact aesthetics, durability and the overall assembly of components.

Prototyping:
Prototyping has become a valuable design tool for digital design. This 
section examines the relevance of prototyping in the design process and 
the architectural applications. This helps inform the prototyping process 
used in the design section of this document.
Digital Pattern making and Structural Decoration:
This section considers the two key architectural design theories 
which influence this research project, pattern making and structural 
decoration. This section formulates the possible connection between 
digital technologies with respect to pattern making and structural motifs 
embedded in Māori culture. This facilitates an investigation into the 
possible point at which technology could be utilised to express cultural 
motifs and contextual narrative in the digital age.
From outmoded to outstanding:
This section unpacks the global significance of timber and its historical 
and environmental qualities. The development of timber use in 
the construction industry and the transformation this material has 
undergone is further explained. 

The literature used in this research project is comprised of two main 
categories: the first is digital fabrication and the second is timber construction. 
Below is a breakdown of each category addressing its relevance to the 
overall project.

DIGITAL FABRICATION: IDEAS OF SPACE, FORM AND MATERIALITY IN THE DIGITAL AGE
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SITE BACKGROUND
This section is comprised of two main categories: the importance of 
forestry and the timber industry, more specifically to Rotorua;  and the 
importance of Māori crafts from cultural, technological and economic 
viewpoints.

Lost opportunities and Rotorua’s Wood First policy:
This section addresses the significance of timber more specifically 
to Rotorua from political, cultural and economic viewpoints. It draws 
attention to the strong relationship Rotorua has with the timber industry 
and its people. 
The significance of Māori Arts and Crafts:
The preservation of Māori craft is essential, not only to retain cultural 
identity but also its role in the success of Rotorua’s tourism industry. This 
section provides a brief understanding of Māori arts and architectural 
design aspirations. Further exploring how the practice of Māori arts is 
celebrated through the rise of digital technologies 
Contemporary Māori arts: A brief overview
Technology has created vast possibilities for artists and how they choose 
to express Māori culture and associated narratives and motifs. This 
section seeks to understand some of the changes that occurred in the 
practice of Māori arts in the 20th century and the new approaches that 
were developed by contemporary Māori artists.  

19



DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Exploration of Digital Craft:
The methods brought to the fore in the digital fabrication section of 
this document are incorporated and tested through a series of physical 
explorations using CNC machinery. These small projects help to achieve 
an understanding of the CAD/CAM process that can be applied at the 
design stage of this project. Complications, such as machine limitations and 
material behaviour, need to be learned in order to design componentry 
which is both effective and efficient. This part of the project is crucial in 
order to grasp an understanding of the techniques, ideas and complications 
surrounding digital fabrication.  
Prototyping:
These small-scale investigations help inform larger scale technical 
design decisions faced later on in the project.  As the design progresses, 
a prototyping process will be utilised in order to test the viability of 
architectural components and the associated machining applications. These 
explorations are used achieve and inform some of the architectural design 
aspirations for this project.

Rotorua’s waterfront development concept:
The initial design process begins with extracting design criteria from the 
proposed master plan (designed by Wraight and Associates) which has 
been developed for Rotorua’s waterfront. The master plan has undergone 
rigorous development over the last two decades involving back and forth 
community input. It makes sense to incorporate the master plan design 
framework because it helps to set parameters for the architectural design 
component of this project. 
Te Aranga Principles:
The contextual relationships bounded to the site location provide an excellent 
pallet of design inspiration and drivers. These contextual relationships 
provide focus to the explorations and design process, maintaining relevance 
to the overall scheme. Te Aranga design principles will be incorporated into 
the design framework of this project, adding a second layer of design criteria 
and unique design opportunities. 
 These principles will inform design decisions further by maintaining 
focus on the site context and surrounding relationships in the area. The Te 
Aranga design principles are centred around intrinsic Māori cultural values 
with aspirations to enhance design outcomes through the acknowledgement 
of site context. This provides unique design opportunities, drawing on the 
inspirations of ancestral stories, ancestral names and landmarks, helping 
foster a sense of place through the design process. These principles have 
been developed to benefit everyone, not just Māori; they provide design 
tools that help foster a sense of place and identity in Aotearoa. “The 
Principles seek to foster and guide both culturally appropriate design 
processes and design responses that enhance all of our appreciation of the 
natural, landscape and built environment.” 1 

1 “Te Aranga Principles,” Auckland Design Manual, accessed August 18, 2018, http://www.auckland-

This section is comprised of five main components: exploring digital craft; 
Rotorua’s waterfront development master plan; Te Aranga principles; 
digital pattern making; and prototyping. These components are used 
to formulate an architectural brief and inform design decisions through 
an iterative process. Once parameters are established, the design is 
conducted through an iterative process involving the evaluation of cultural 
aspirations and technological applications.

20



W H A K A PA PA
“Outcome: 
Māori names are celebrated.
Attributes: 
• Recognises ancestral names as entry points for exploring and 

honouring tūpuna, historical narratives and customary practices 
associated with development sites and their ability to enhance sense 
of place connections.

• Recognises and celebrates the significance of Mana Whenua 
ancestral names.

• Recognises and celebrates the significance of Mana Whenua 
ancestral names.

Application:
Recognition of traditional place names through signage and wayfinding.
• Use of appropriate names to inform design processes.
M A H I  T O I
Outcome:
Iwi/hapū (kinship group) narratives are captured and expressed 
creatively and appropriately.
Attributes: 
• Ancestral names, local tohu and iwi narratives are creatively 

reinscribed into the design environment including: landscape; 
architecture; interior design; and public art.Application:

• Civic / shared landscapes are created to reflect local iwi/hapu identity 

designmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/maori-design/te_aranga_principles.

and contribue to a sense of place.
•  Iwi/hapū narratives are reinscribed in the environment through 

public art and design.
T O H U
Outcome:
Mana whenua significant sites and cultural landmarks are acknowledged.
Attributes: 
• • Acknowledges a Māori world view of the wider significance of tohu/

landmarks and their ability to inform the design of specific development 
sites.

• Supports a process whereby significant sites can be identified, managed, 
protected and enhanced.

• • Celebrates local and wider unique cultural heritage and community 
characteristics that reinforce sense of place and identity.

Application:
• Recognition of tohu, including wāhi tapu (sacred), maunga (mountain), 

awa (river), mahinga kai (food gathering areas) and ancestral kainga 
(settlement)

• Allows visual connection to significant sites to be created, preserved 
and enhanced.

• Wider cultural landmarks and associated narratives able to inform 
building / spatial orientation and general design responses.

• Heritage trails, markers and interpretation boards.”2

2 “Te Aranga Principles,”

The following three principles, quoted from the Auckland Design Manual, 
have been selected based on their  architectural applications and 
suitability for this project: Whakapapa, Mahi Toi and Tohu. The remaining 
principles - Mana, Taiao, Mauri Tu and Ahi Kā require attention to a wide 
range of factors which are outside the scope of the research project. 

21
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The introduction of prefabrication came with good intentions. The 
efficiency and economics associated with it were a means to address 
social issues and enhance the quality of living.  Anderson and Anderson 
noted that prefabrication has acquired a bad reputation due to the lack 
of contextual awareness, diminished variety and repeated mistakes from 
the post-war era.1 The authors generated a sense of complication imposed 
on prefabrication, caused by our fixation on a for-profit economy. It is 
believed that prefabrication cannot achieve its full potential if it is centred 
around cost savings alone. This fixation can create the potential for 
decreased wages, higher prices, reduced competition, choice and quality. 
Prefabrication must retain a focus on enhancing the quality of human 
life and experience; the functionality behind prefabrication must include 
“spiritual and aesthetic ambitions.”2 The authors urged designers to remain 
firmly focused on responsibilities to people, environment, art and culture. 
Although industrialisation carries an underlying fear of losing individuality, 
craft and contextual response, Anderson and Anderson suggested that 
a case could be made for the opposite projection. If profit motives align 
with aesthetic and social ambitions, it can provide positive growth in the 
industry. This alignment can facilitate greater investment in research, 
design creativity, product development, reduced energy consumption and 
innovative material use.3

 We have always admired the elements of fine handcraft in architecture; 
however, quality and logic remain paramount in the construction industry. 
Anderson and Anderson drew attention to the desire for the handcrafted 
approach, stating it would  become a “recipe for exclusivity and unaffordable 
expense.”4 The use of CNC technology provides the opportunity to make 
crafted detail economically viable, along with innovative and economical 
use of materials. The interest in the emerging CNC technology is being 
pushed by design inquiries for a new formal, spatial and conceptual design 
language.5 It was suggested by Anderson and Anderson that this computer-

1 Mark Anderson and Peter Anderson, “Introduction: Designing Construction,” in Prefab Prototypes: 
Site-Specific Design for Offsite Construction (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007), 7-8.
2  Anderson and Anderson, Prefab Prototypes, 7-8.
3 Anderson and Anderson, Prefab Prototypes, 12.
4 Anderson and Anderson, Prefab Prototypes, 7-8.
5 Anderson and Anderson, Prefab Prototypes, 9.

PREFABRICATION: RESPONSIBILITIES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES

aided production provides the opportunity for architects to become directly 
involved in the making of architecture, bypassing the intervening layers of 
the construction process.6 They began to formulate the potential that this 
direct engagement holds for design enquiry and cultural expression: “it 
has generated a renewal of architectural interest in the intrinsic creative 
potential that has always developed from the architect’s direct engagement 
with material, technique and process. This renewed alignment of theory and 
practice has initiated an exciting moment in architecture, with architects 
again moving beyond the surface and creatively engaging the technology 
and rapidly shifting cultural and economic assumptions central to this 
moment in history.”7 
 This engagement of material, technique and process described by 
Anderson and Anderson begins to capture the essence of digital fabrication, 
an extension of the ideas surrounding prefabrication. The authors drew a 
clear conclusion in the wake of prefabrication: its success lies in its ability to 
look beyond the issues of efficiency, logic and affordability while responding 
to unique site conditions and the surrounding context.

6  Anderson and Anderson, Prefab Prototypes, 16.
7 Anderson and Anderson, Prefab Prototypes, 16.
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Fig.  1 Illustration of a prefabricated module being craned into place



THE EMERGENCE OF DIGITAL 
CULTURE AND FABRICATION

Computer-aided design (CAD), typically 2D drafting software, has not 
necessarily changed the way we design, nor has it conceived new forms. 
It has instead provided a more efficient way to communicate design 
intent through drawn language such as plan, section and elevation. 
It remains imperative to this discussion that we distinguish CAD 
(computer-aided drafting software) from CAD (computer-aided design 
software). Lisa Iwamoto established the point of difference between 
the two: “for many years, as the process of making drawings steadily 
shifted from being analogue to digital, the design of buildings did not 
really reflect the change. CAD replaced drawings with a parallel rule and 
lead pointer, but buildings looked pretty much the same. This is perhaps 
not so surprising – one form of two-dimensional representation simply 
took another. It took three-dimensional computer modelling and digital 
fabrication to energise the design thinking and expand the boundaries 
between architectural form and construction.”1 The technology which 

1 Lisa Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications: Architectural and Material Techniques (New York: Princeton 
Architectural Press, 2009), 6.

lies behind digital fabrication is nothing new; architecture has been slow 
to embrace digital tools. Computer-aided design software accompanied by 
CAM software (computer aided machining) has been employed in industrial 
design, engineering and the automotive and aerospace industries for almost 
half a century.2 

Frank Gehry was among the first to utilise technological advancements in 
architectural practice.3 The complex geometry in his Walt Disney Concert 
Hall (1989-2003) presented a significant challenge to document and build. 
Gehry adopted a software application used in the aerospace industry at the 
time, CATIA (computer aided three dimensional interactive application), 
to produce three-dimensional digital models. This digital model provided 
a platform to test design attributes such as acoustic performance and the 
construction of various elements.4 Theorists such as Greg Lynn, William 

2  Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications, 5.
3 Antoine Picon,  Digital Culture in Architecture: An Introduction for the Design Professions (Switzer-
land: Birkhauser, 2010), 8.
4 Jim Glymph, “Evolution of the Digital Design Process,” in Architecture in the Digital Age: Design and 
Manufacturing, edited by Branko Kolarevic (New York: Spoon Press), 101–20.
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Fig.  2 Photograph of Walt Disney Concert Hall 
design by Frank Gehry 

Fig.  3 Digital model of Walt Disney 
Concert hall



Mitchell and Peter Eisenman have also contributed to the use of digital 
technologies early on, opening up new perspectives on architectural 
practice.5 Digital processes behind digital fabrication have rapidly gained 
traction in architectural practice in recent years. These technologies enabling 
advanced fabrication methods have injected a wealth of innovation and 
invention, sparking renewed creativity and imagination. The combination of 
3D CAD and CAM software have enabled a tangible link between digital data 
and built reality, while the introduction of 3D printers and laser cutters have 
now made the process even quicker to conceptualise complex geometry 
with the ability to rapidly prototype design ideas. It is this combination 
of digital tools that has sparked exciting possibilities for the architectural 
realm, redefining pre-conceived boundaries and initiating an exploration 
into unstable territory.  
 For centuries the role of the architect would entail both the design 
and overall construction of each building. The master builders from the 
Middle Ages were held accountable for many aspects of design from the 
spatial qualities to the production techniques used in their construction.6 
The master builders used minimal drawings or models to communicate 
their design; they relied on verbal communication, requiring a continuous 
presence on site. The Renaissance period initiated the separation of architect 
and builder with the invention of orthographic and perspective drawing.7 
This provided a platform to communicate the design to a tradesperson; 
no longer was the architect required on site. The gap between design and 
construction increased dramatically in the 19th century when drawings 

5  Picon, Digital Culture, 8.
6 Branko Kolarevic, “Information Master Builders,” in Architecture in the Digital Age, 57.
7 Kolarevic, “Information Master Builders,” 57.

became legal contract documents.8 This separated the architect from 
the building process entirely. Digital tools developed in the late 20th 
century have redefined architectural practice, reviving the architect’s 
relationship to material, technique and process. This contemporary 
manifestation of the master builder also captures the aspirations of the 
Bauhaus, distorting the lines between craftsman and artist.9 Iwamoto 
establishes a vital conclusion that the designer must learn a new language 
to understand and utilise the potential of these digital processes. This 
language requires the knowledge about tooling possibilities, constraints 
and its relationship to the materials being used.10 
 Parametric and algorithmic design has become a powerful 
extension to computer aided design systems. It is founded on a series of 

8 Kolarevic, “Information Master Builders,” 58.
9 Kolarevic, “Information Master Builders,” 59-60.
10 Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications, 8.
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Fig.  4 Image of 3D geomtery created using the Grasshoper extension in Rhino. The right 
hand side of the image shows the exploded panels generated by the script, this 
can be used to fabricate the panels.



relationships between the elements that automate the design process 
in the digital environment. Each element has an associated value from 
which it might be adding, subtracting or copying, enabling the designer 
to simultaneously change the values to produce multiple iterations of the 
design.11 The designer can put forward an array of options, presenting an 
enormous time-saving process. However, the initial process can be very 
time-consuming for inexperienced users. Once the initial parameters are 
established, one can then begin to alter embedded values. In order for 
the design to benefit from this method, there would need to be building 
forms with a relatively high degree of complexity; otherwise, it could be 
argued that simple forms can just as easily be recreated manually. Mark 
Burry referred to the use of parametric in architecture as “designing the 
design.”12 The development of these tools begins to question authorship; 
Peter Eisenman labelled technology as a “cruel tool” based on its ability 
to deter creativity.13 Eisenman believed these tools strip architecture of 
value judgement, a fundamental part of architecture. The danger here 
lies in the computer’s ability to create spectacular, but at the same time, 
meaningless form. Michael Meredith, a principle of MOS architects and 
associate professor at Harvard Graduate School of Design, criticised the 
use of parametric technology to generate arbitrary form. He argued that 
the current use of parametric runs “Skin deep, maybe importantly so, 
lacking a larger framework of referents, narratives, history and forces.”14 
Meredith  argued that “Architecture requires social engagement; it 

11  Nick Dunn,  Digital Fabrication in Architecture (London: Laurence King Publishing, 
2012), 54.
12 Dunn, Digital Fabrication in Architecture, 54.
13 Hill, “Time – Space – Existence - Peter Eisenman Interview.”
14 Michael Meredith, “Essay: Never Enough,” From Control to Design: Parametric/Algorithmic 
Architecture, eds. Tomoko Sakamoto and Albert Ferré (Barcelona: Actarbirkhauser, 2008), 6.

requires cultural/social relevance.” Meredith eluded to the importance 
of human evaluation and control of the digital parameters mentioned 
above. These formal explorations must be tuned to the social and cultural 
conditions of the site.15

 Thus far two main categories formulate the process of digital 
fabrication, this being additive or subtractive. Therefore, it is vital to 
understand the different processes in order to establish the most efficient 
ways in which the design may be constructed. The use of 3D printing would 
be an additive solution, whereas cutting out panels would be subtractive. 
Both methods could achieve the same goal but are physically bounded 
by different constraints and parameters. Iwamoto formulated the various 
digital fabrication techniques which have emerged in architectural practice. 
Four of these have been selected for this project.

15 Meredith, “Essay: Never Enough,” 7-8.
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Fig.  5 Photograph of a 3D printer used to construct a tiny home.



Sectioning:
Sectioning has become an indispensable tool for communicating design 
intent and construction. This representational tool has been employed in 
architectural practice for centuries; sectioning informs the construction of 
most, if not all buildings produced today.16   This tool has also contributed 
to one of the most successful fabrication techniques. Sectioning enables 
the designer to fragment complex geometry, dramatically simplifying the 
construction. A series of section cuts are used to slice three-dimensional 
geometry, producing two-dimensional components. These components can 
then be articulated in various ways to represent the original geometry. 

16 Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications, 11.

Tesselating:
This technique represents three-dimensional geometry through a 
series of flat (two-dimensional) panels. Doubly curved surfaces pose 
a significant challenge to realise construction; tessellating the surface 
provides a simplified and economical solution while retaining the overall 
fluidity. The resolution (tile size) is, in most cases, a trade-off between 
the availability of material sheet sizes and desired design outcome. 
This technique allows the designer to integrate unique patterns into 
the design scheme. Earlier versions of tessellating are found in mosaics 
in ancient Rome and screen walls used in Islamic architecture or the 
stained-glass windows in Gothic cathedrals. These decorative devices 
embodied symbolic meaning while defining space and filtering light or 
views.17 These notions have carried through into this high tech fabrication 
technique used today.    

17 Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications, 36.
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Fig.  6 Photograph of the DRL10 Pavilion by Nex 
architects. Sectioning has been used to 
construct this geometry.

Fig.  7 Image showing how fins 
are sloted and bolted 
together

Fig.  8 Photograph of ArboSkin pavilion made from bioplastic by University 
of Stuttgart. This pavilion has been constructed from tesselated 
modules



Contouring:
Contouring falls under the umbrella of subtractive fabrication. In essence, 
a two-dimensional surface is reshaped, producing three-dimensional 
relief. The development of CNC routing presents almost endless 
possibilities to revitalise standard building elements. These elements can 
be left with smooth, textured, patterned or ornamented surfaces.18 We 
often see buildings lined both internally and externally in a wide range 
of building products in the form of sheets, commonly manufactured 
with smooth and flat finishes. Although there is variety in the thickness 
and material make-up of sheets, they are inherently two-dimensional 
building components. Contouring enables the designer to add a third 
dimension to flat sheets used in construction, corresponding well to the 
art of carving, enabling the designer to embed a layer of expression or 
narrative on standard building materials. Carving has acquired a long 
history in architectural practice, from Greek order column capitals, 

18 Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications, 7.

Jain temples19 and of course the whare whakairo (carved meeting house). 
Economic factors limit the traditional ornamental art forms in construction. 
Digital fabrication has significantly minimised the constraints of scale, time 
and cost, resulting in the revival of ornament in contemporary design.20 
Iwamoto brought forth a vital idea regarding machine tool paths and how 
the designer can explore a range of material marking through spiral, smooth, 
rigid or sloping finishing techniques. The method chosen by the user resides 
in the design intent, along with material and machine limitations.

19 Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications, 90.
20 Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications, 90.
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Fig.  9 Photograph of CNC contoured pattern, imitating the texture found on 
Iguana skin.

Fig.  10 Image of tool path used to produce 
contoured pattern shown in figure 9.



Folding:
This technique produces a three-dimensional form by folding flat (two-
dimensional) surfaces. Folding can produce a self-supportive structure 
through the articulation of its geometry; through each fold, the material 
gains certain level rigidity. Therefore, its success is dependent on the type 
of material used and its flexibility. Folding a brittle material such as timber 
can be achieved through kerf and steam bending techniques. This allows 
the material to fold to a certain degree based on its material properties and 
the variables embedded in the bending technique. Lisa Iwamoto identified 
a crucial architectural benefit behind this material operation, “folding, or 
pleating, allows new spaces and territories to emerge without losing the 
native characteristics of what is being folded.”21

21  Iwamoto, Digital Fabrications, 63.

The digital techniques discussed in this section 
provide an efficient mode of transport from idea to 
reality. The implementation of digital technologies 
comes with great responsibility; it is clear that 
cultural and social awareness is vital to the success 
of its integration.
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Fig.  11 Phtograph of folded timber ply wood sheets 
used to create the interior of Mt Pleasant 
Community Centre.



ZERO TOLERANCE IN 
ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTION

Tolerances are imperative to construction and digital fabrication. Building 
elements will always require some degree of tolerance even when the 
precision of machinery is involved in the production. If zero tolerance were 
to ever exist in the architectural world, it would be “counterproductive”1, 
according to Branko Kolarevic, an associate professor for the Department 
of Architecture at the University of Pennsylvania and an associate 
member of the American Institute of Architects. Factors outside of our 
control, such as load deflection and temperature, create unforeseen 
imperfections in the assembly of components. The existence of these 
anomalies results in the need to embed tolerances within the design 
to allow for components to be adjusted to various site and material 
conditions.2 Successful building componentry will accommodate these 
tolerances while retaining the design aspirations and performance. 
The terms ‘allowance’ and ‘tolerance’ used in manufacturing require 
distinction from another, as Kolarievic emphasised. “An allowance is 
a planned (design) deviation from an ideal, as opposed to tolerance 
which is an expected but unplanned deviation. The two terms are 
often interchanged because both refer to what is permissible and 
what is acceptable. No CNC machine can hold dimensions precisely to 
the nominal value, with zero tolerance, so there must be acceptable 
degrees of variation.”3 The comprehension of tolerance is crucial in 
the design stages of digitally fabricated components; it requires the 
designer’s intuition and experience of how the chosen material might 

1 Branko Kolarevic, “Why We Need Architecture of Tolerance,” High Definition: Negotiating Zero 
Tolerance 84, no. 1 (January/February  2014): 130, doi:10.1002/ad.1697.
2 Kolarevic, “Why  We Need Architecture of Tolerance,” 131.
3 Kolarevic, “Why We Need Architecture of Tolerance,” 131.

‘deviate’ from its planned assembly. This deviation could occur from 
material expansion, load deflection or manufactured inconsistencies. In 
the case of manufactured inconsistencies, a typical example could be the 
variance in the thickness of plywood, typically cheaper sheets. The nominal 
thickness of an 18mm sheet of plywood can fluctuate across the entire 
length of the sheet; these inconstancies occur in-between the pressed 
layers of the sheet. Thus, the design would need to accommodate for these 
material defects. As an example, a design with the intent of interconnecting 
components through slotted joints would require the machined slot joint to 
compensate for the variation in thickness within the sheet. Although timber 
is a forgiving material when compared to the likes of concrete and steel in 
certain circumstances, the build time can be significantly reduced without 
the need of post-processing such as sanding, chiselling or brute force.
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Fig.  12 Photograph of structural column blocking access to a building. A crude example of what 
would hopefully be an un planned deviation of construction.



Prototyping provides a platform to measure architectural performance such 
as structurally, thermally, acoustically, wind, light penetration reflecting 
back on user experience.1  The introduction of digital prototyping methods, 
such as CNC machines, laser cutters and 3D printers speed this process up 
dramatically. Mark and Jane Burry, the authors of Prototyping for Architects, 
proposed that the development of rapid digital prototyping has led to an 
extraordinary shift in practice.2 However, each of these methods has its own 
set of limitations and parameters when testing the desired assembly of the 
components. Bob Sheil, a director of the Barlett School of Architecture, 
described a prototype as “both a question and an answer. An agent 
provocateur. A dry run. A rehearsal. A preview.”3 The use of prototyping 
facilitates intimate engagement with the object or assembly, providing a 
deeper understanding of the making process and material that is employed. 
The prototyping process can be scalable; it can test performance at the built 
scale. This embodies a notion of the ‘working prototype’ as described by 
Mark and Jane Bury; the working prototype does not have to be 1:1 scale 
but nevertheless can be measured and scaled up to correlate directly with 
the intended in-use performance of the design at full size.”4 The precedents 
section of this document provides some examples of how the prototyping 
process can be adopted in architecture and what it means to the architects 
who use them.

1 Mark Burry and Jane Burry, Prototyping for Architects (London: Thames & Hudson, 2017), 20.
2 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects,  24.
3 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects,  1.
4 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects,  71.

PROTOTYPING 
ARCHITECTURE
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Fig.  13 Photograph of assembled prototype 
for a folded timber structure  

Fig.  15 Photograph of assembled prototype 
for a folded timber structure  

Fig.  16 Photograph of finished assembly of 
dovetail jointed panels. 

Fig.  14 Photograph of prototype being 
structurally tested



The role of structure is currently being redefined in architectural 
practice according to Nina Rappaport, director at Vertical Urban Factory 
and publications director at Yale School of Architecture. Rappaport 
suggested that structure was “at once intricate and fundamental, subtle 
and dramatic; structure now demands a deep and rigorous theory 
beyond that of standard engineering practice.”1 Structural design has 
transcended beyond functional means; it can be viewed from a holistic 
point of view, becoming a synthesis of art, culture, architecture and 
structure. Structure has manifested into a creative endeavour, breaking 
free from the constraints of rationality thanks to digital technologies. 
However, Rappaport pointed out that this is not entirely a new 
phenomenon. Spaniard Eduardo Torroja, an engineer from the mid-
20th century, understood structural design to be more than a method 
of practice, as he insisted: “The process of visualising or conceiving a 
structure is an art … motivated by an inner experience, by an intuition. It 
is never the result of mere deductive logical reasoning.”2 

1 Nina Rappaport, “A Deeper Structural Theory,” Architectural Design: New Structuralism: Design, 
Engineering and Architectural Technologies 80, no. 4 (April 2010): 125, doi:10.1002/ad.1101.
2 Rappaport “A Deeper Structural Theory,” 125.

Nina Rappaport devised an emerging design strategy called ‘deep decoration’, 
which,  she claimed, “returned structure to a cultural and technological holism.”3

 ‘Deep decoration’ ultimately reflects the relationship and integration 
of structure, form and aesthetics. The use of patterns in architecture has 
evolved from ornamental aspirations into an organisational system for building 
structure, blurring the lines between aesthetics and functional requirements. 
Nina Rappaport associated this notion with the use of exoskeletal frames, 
generated from replicating patterns found in nature, often referred to as 
biomimetics.4 This has become increasingly common in architectural practice 
with the advent of parametric software and other digital technologies. Nina 
Rappaport claimed this has uncovered a deeper meaning, “a decoration that is 
both below and in the surface that creates new spatial effects and comprises 
holistic atmospheres.”5

3 Rappaport “A Deeper Structural Theory,” 125
4 Rappaport “A Deeper Structural Theory,” 125
5 Nina Rappaport, “Deep Decoration,” Decoration (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2006), 96.

DIGITAL PATTERN MAKING 
ANDSTRUCTURAL DECORATION
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Fig.  17 Photograph of Spaniard Eduardo 
Torroja.

Fig.  18 Heydar Aliyev Center by Zaha Hadid Architects. 
Structural logic has been lost in the buildings dynamic 
form.

Fig.  14 Photograph of prototype being 
structurally tested



 Salvator-John A. Liotta a licensed architect and senior researcher at 
Kengo Kuma Laboratory at the University of Tokyo, devised similar notions 
to ‘deep decoration’ in research surrounding concepts in patterns and 
layering conceived at the Kengo Kuma Laboratory. This research suggests 
patterns used in architecture can transcend beyond ornamental means, 
claiming patterns embody a type of ‘energy’ and create the opportunity to 
articulate space. Liotta, Kuma and Belfiore reinforced the ideas behind ‘deep 
decoration’ by stating that “Patterns can be seen as latent forms potentially 
ready to incarnate into tangible and intangible elements where there is no 
apparent structure, and also as connecting agents, able to articulate space 
and to produce diversity and beauty.”6

 Ornamental detail had been despised by modernists such as Adolf 
Loos, who favoured the mass production of elements over the handcrafted 
and preferred truth of the skeletal structure.7 Adolf Loos sought to strip 
architecture of embellishments, claiming ornament was unnecessary. His 
arguments had been predominantly generated by economic reasoning, 
claiming such ‘extras’ were a recipe for increased working hours and 
decreased wages.8 Loos disconnected ornament from culture, claiming 
it was “no longer an expression of culture”9 Liotta’s work formulated a 
convincing argument against Loos and the plainness that categorised 
modern architecture.10 This research highlights the problematic approach 
held by modernists in the 20th century, strongly focused on building form 
and function, lacking contextual awareness. 

6 Salvator-John A. Liotta, Kengo Kuma, and Matteo Belfiore, “Patterns, Japanese Spatial Culture, Na-
ture, and Generative Design,” in Patterns and Layering: Japanese Spatial Culture, Nature and Architecture eds. 
Salvator-John Liotta and Matteo Belfiore (Die Gestalten Verlag, 2012), 9.
7  Liotta, Kuma and Belfiore, “Patterns and Layering,” 10.
8 Ulrich Conrads, “Adolf Loos: Ornament and Crime,” in Programs and Manifestoes on 20th-century 
Architecture, ed. Ulrich Conrads, trans. Michael Bullock  (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1970), 22.
9 Conrads, “Adolf Loos,” 22-23.
10 Hearn,  Ideas that Shaped Buildings (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2003), 16.

 This notion of unacknowledged context has been scrutinised with 
frustration in Brent Brolin’s work - The failure of modern architecture. 
Modernists failed to realise that there is more to architecture than rational 
means, relationships are expressed through the articulation of elements, 
and the energies exist within these relationships.11 Modernists believed 
new materials such as glass, iron, steel and reinforced concrete would 
become solutions to the problem facing architecture.12 Unfortunately, 
although these materials held great potential to improve architecture, 
they also held a tendency to become destructive. “The honesties and 
truths which modernists still defend their architecture have no direct 
bearing on what makes buildings beautiful or cities liveable.”13 Brolin 
devised a sense of predictability towards modern architecture; he wrote 
in the mid-1970s that “wherever western civilisation has penetrated, 
impersonal forms intrude upon the traditional profiles of cities. Recently 
as ten years ago, the traveller found unexpected delights, he is now 
faced with stultifying predictability.”14 

11 Liotta, “Patterns and Layering,” 15-16.
12 Brent C. Brolin,  The Failure of Modern Architecture (Apple, 1976), Apple iBook, 8.
13 Brolin, The Failure of Modern Architecture, 10.
14 Brolin, The Failure of Modern Architecture, 5.
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Fig.  19 The destruction of Pruitt-Igoe in 1973. This was a result of not 
only the failure of one public housing project, but it is cited as 
the death of the entire Modernist era.



 Farshad Moussavi, a professor in practice of architecture at 
Harvard University Graduate School of Design, brought forth ideas, in 
her book chapter ‘The function of ornament’, which are crucial to this 
discussion. This work also reflected upon problems associated with the 
modernist approach. It was noted that Robert Venturi and Denise Scott 
Brown labelled the movement “cynical and dull”.15 In their view, the 
use of décor “helped to integrate buildings within the urban realm and 
give them meaning in the eyes of the public.”16 Moussavi addressed the 
concern of repetitive symbols used in architectural design, highlighting 
their dependence on context and cultural criteria, arguing that they 
could not survive in changing conditions.17 Postmodernism was used 
as an example by Moussavi to demonstrate this argument, claiming its 
downfall lay in its failure to communicate to the broader public. In order 
for architecture and culture to unite, Moussavi insisted that “it needs to 
build mechanisms by which culture can constantly produce new images 
and concepts rather than recycle existing ones.”18

 Liotta argued that architecture is now concerned with more than 
formal and functional requirements, “While architecture during the 
twentieth century focused on function and form, the current architectural 
debate deals more with relationships, boundaries, and energies. In this 
regard, spatial design patterns have the poetic and pertinent potential to 

15 Farshid Moussavi, “The Function of Ornament,” in The Function of Ornament, eds. Farshid 
Moussavi and Michael Kubo (Barcelona: Actar, 2016), 7.
16 Moussavi, “The Function of Ornament,” 7.
17 Moussavi, “The Function of Ornament,” 7.
18 Moussavi, “The Function of Ornament,” 7.

precisely promote performances.”19 The author suggested that architecture 
has entered a paradigm shift where nature, technology and culture have 
been synthesised, and the use of patterns in architecture have developed 
new roles in a more functional sense. Liotta claimed that this synthesis has 
made it is possible to “rethink both the meaning and the role that patterns 
might play as diagrams of spatial organisation and generative elements of a 
project.”20 These roles which Liotta mentioned converge with ideas devised 
by Moussavi from which she decoded a sense of function associated with 
ornament through various examples. The articulation of components, 
control of light, structural skeletons, surface treatment and use of colour 
help form the foundations of her arguments. 
 The rise of new parametric technologies has provided unprecedented 
and abundant ways to interpret and express cultural motifs. Liotta supported 
this by suggesting that “patterns have become once again central in the 

19 Liotta, “Patterns and Layering,” 16.
20 Liotta, “Patterns and Layering,” 10.
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Fig.  20 Photograph of the Onghua Science & Cultural Center in China. The 
form resembles the ridge of Tonghua mountain. The cut outs refer 
to the traditional craft of cutting paper by local Manchu People. 
These cutouts are used to tell stories.



architectural debate. As a result of one of the most significant innovations 
initiated by parametric modelling software, architects are ultimately able 
to extract, edit, and abstract aspects pertinent to their own culture and 
transform them into what contemporary design might be.”21 
Liotta established a relationship between the use of patterns and layering 
and its ability to connect spaces, “In this regard, layering—as a technique 
for articulating the space—conjugated through patterns reveals strong 
potentialities for producing a more appropriate architecture for our times.”22 
He devised this idea using elements from the Japanese house, how the 
lines between indoor and outdoor have been blurred. The Japanese have 
formulated a sense of transparency using a series of screened devices such 
as paper sliding doors, wooden screens and folding bamboo curtains.23 
 The whare whakairo (carved meeting house) embodies similar 
references to patterns described by Liotta and the notion of ‘deep 
decoration’ as devised by Rappaport. The whare whakairo is regarded as a 
symbol of tribal mana and expression of belief.24 Each meeting house reflects 
its contextual setting, embodying oral narrative from its region; therefore, 
there is no universal method to decipher these narratives.25 The wharenui 
(meeting house) embodies a holistic view of the organisation of structural 
elements, which reflects the anatomy of the human body. The building 
usually represents a founding ancestor or another important mythological/
ancestral person. The koruru (gable head) is the head, the maihi are the 
arms, the raparapa located at the end of the maihi are the fingers, the 
tahuhu (ridge pole) is the backbone, the heke (rafters) are the ribs, and 

21 Liotta, “Patterns and Layering,” 10.
22 Liotta, “Patterns and Layering,” 6.
23 Liotta, “Patterns,” 14
24 Deidre S. Brown,  Māori Architecture: From Fale to Wharenui and Beyond (New Zealand: Penguin, 
2009), 51.
25 Brown, Māori Architecture, 51.

the poutokomanawa is sometimes the heart. The ornamentation such 
as carving and painting on these elements also provide clues to their 
ancestor’s identity.26 Māori architecture has developed meaningful 
relationships behind structural elements and pattern making. The 
structural elements do follow formal logic but also integrate rich cultural 
decoration, referring to the stories of their ancestors and the region’s 
context.

26   Brown, Māori Architecture, 51-53.

tāhuhu (ridge beam)
Koruru (gable head)

poupou 
(wall carving)

Heke (rafter)

Maihi (barge board)

Amo (vertical support 
            for maihi)

Raparapa (�ngers of maihi)
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Fig.  21 Diagram of the structural components used in the Whare 
Whakairo.



FROM OUTMODED TO 
OUTSTANDING

Wood is a captivating material, its warmth, grain aesthetics and feel 
are like no other building material. Wood embodies a rich architectural 
history and cultural significance across the globe. This building material 
has been our single most important resource for the last two centuries, 
more than 80% of buildings were produced using timber until the end 
of the 18th century.1 Since the dawn of the industrial age, timber has 
been challenged by synthetic materials which produce taller, larger and 
more economic buildings. Materials such as iron, steel and concrete 
revolutionised architecture in unprecedented ways, allowing buildings 
to evolve dramatically. Eugène Viollet-le-Duc was among the first to 
lay the foundations for this modernist approach.2 His hypothetical mall 
and concert hall, designed in 1864, illustrated the potential of these 
materials and their ability to re-invent architectural form and function. 

1 Achim Menges, Tobias Schwinn, and Oliver David Krieg, eds, Advancing Wood Architecture: A 
Computational Approach (Abingdon: Routledge, 2017), 3.
2 Hearn, Ideas That Shaped Buildings, 16.

Advancements in technology enabled the production of these synthetic 
materials, which were favoured for their structural capacities, availability 
and predictable behaviour. This made construction much more efficient and 
economical. Emerging digital technologies, however, have changed the way 
we think about timber; no longer can it be perceived as an outdated material. 
It has been regarded as the most promising building material for the future in 
light of both the severe environmental challenges architecture is facing and 
rapid technological advances.3 Technological advancements in engineered 
timber products have created exciting possibilities for architecture, taking 
timber-based construction to new heights. The transition of linear wooden 
elements to large sheet-based products, such as plywood, fibre boards and 
cross-laminated timber, have revolutionised timber construction. This has 
enabled a radical shift in thinking from timber post/beam construction 
towards plate and surface structures.4 The birth of engineered timber 
products intertwined with smarter harvesting capabilities has injected 
timber construction with entirely new possibilities. The cellulose fibres 
embody a unique relationship between structural and insulative capabilities. 

3 Menges, Krieg and Schwinn, Advanced Wood Architecture, 6.
4 Menges, Schwinn and Krieg, Advancing Wood Architecture, 6.
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Fig.  22 Illustration of market hall concept by Eugène Viollet-le-Duc using 
iron components for structural support.

Fig.  23 Microscopic view of a block of balsa wood.



Timber also offers near the same compressive strength as concrete and is 
lighter than steel for the same tensile compacity.5 
Buildings play a vital role in humanity and the economy. They facilitate 
our daily needs, activities, and ambitions. It is no wonder that they are 
also a significant contributor to environmental issues facing us today. The 
construction industry has acquired a bad reputation with greenhouse gas 
emissions (GHG) more than doubling since the 1970s. Buildings accounted 
for 32% of total global final energy use in the year 2010.6 This rose to 36% in 
2015 with 39% of energy-related carbon dioxide emissions when upstream 
power generation is included.7 Our choice of materials used in architecture 
plays a crucial role when considering the amount of embodied energy that 
is used to manufacture and transport these materials. Timber is the only 
building material available with the ability to store carbon dioxide, creating 
a positive carbon footprint. Construction favourites such as glass, concrete 
and steel account for as much as 11% of global CO2 emissions.8 Wood is one 
of the very few materials used in construction that is naturally grown using 
solar energy and, with the right policies in place, it is an entirely renewable 
resource. Wood products have proven to hold a very low embodied 
energy, even with heavily industrialised processing considered.9 To put 
this in perspective, steel requires 500 times more energy to manufacture 
than a timber panel with a given thickness. Wood offers a unique synergy 
of environmental and structural performance. through its biological 
characteristics. This incredible, naturally grown, and sustainable resource 
can finally challenge the performance of synthetic materials.

5 Menges, Schwinn and Krieg, Advancing Wood Architecture, 2.
6 Ralph Sims, Barry Barton, Paul Bennett, Nigel Isaacs, Suzi Kerr, Jonathan Leaver, Andy Reisinger, and 
Janet Stephenson, Transition to a low-carbon economy for New Zealand  (New Zealand: Royal Society of New 
Zealand, April 2016), 113.
7 Thibaut Abergel, Brian Dean, and John Dulac, Towards a Zero-Emission, Efficient, and Resilient Build-
ings and Construction Sector: Global Status Report 2017, (UN Environment and International Energy Agency, 
2017), 14. https://www.worldgbc.org/sites/default/files/UNEP%20188_GABC_en%20%28web%29.pdf.
8 Abergel, Dean, and Dulac, Towards a Zero-Emission, Efficient and Resilient Buildings and Construction 
Sector, 14
9 Menges, Schwinn and Krieg, Advancing Wood Architecture, 2.
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Fig.  24 Photograph of Cross Laminated timber panel being craned in to 
place on the Brock Commons student residence at the University of 
British Columbia. This is currently the worlds tallest timber building 
which is 18 storeys in height, timber is now on the forefront of high 
rise construction.
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Fig.  25 Exterior view of woven timber lattice work. This lattic work has 
been inspired by the craft of a woven straw hat.
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Fig.  26 Photograph of the Redwoods tree walk
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Fig.  27 Carved faces of Papatuanuku & Ranginui 
at Abel tasman national park

Fig.  28 Red Woods Mountain 
Biking Track



New Zealand’s forestry and wood industry play a huge part in our economy; 
it is considered to be our third largest industry.1 The excessive amount of raw 
logs being exported has crippled local sawmills, and other timber product 
manufactures. Dr Jon Tanner, chief executive of the Wood Processing and 
Manufacturing Association, has been striving to improve conditions for wood 
processors since March 2018. To put this in perspective, Tanner noted that a 
shipload of raw logs (200,000 tones) could keep a medium-sized sawmill of 38 
people working for an entire year.2  New Zealand struggles to compete with 
large scale manufacturing capacities in China and Southeast Asia; therefore, 
our industry focuses on the part of the supply chain that holds a comparative 
advantage – the growing of the trees for harvest. This advantage is owed to 
our temperate climate, ample water resources, and availability of sufficient 
land for plantation forestry.3 Upon forming a coalition government in 2017, 
the Labour Party announced its plans to revitalise and grow the forestry 
industry by encouraging wood processing and manufacturing to happen in 
New Zealand, acknowledging the importance of the forestry industry for 
local and national economies. New Zealand was missing out on a wealth 
of value-added processing supporting local industry, due to the significant 
amount of raw logs being exported overseas. 

1 “About,” NZ Wood, accessed September 10, 2018, http://www.nzwood.co.nz/about/.
2 Laurel Stowell, “New Zealand Sawmills Face Tough Times, Industry Warns or Further Closures,” NZ 
Herald, last modified March 9, 2019, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=12209368.
3 Benje Patterson, “Adding Value in the Timber Industry is not Easy,” Infometrics, last modified June 26, 
2014, http://www.infometrics.co.nz/adding-value-in-the-timber-industry-is-not-easy/.

Labour’s 2017 manifesto had provided  the reasoning for this: “Since 2008, 
the wood processing and manufacturing industry has lost 3,000 jobs. Wood 
processing and manufacturing exporting have fallen in real terms, while raw 
log exports have tripled. Local wood processers often say they struggle to 
get the logs they need while raw logs are sent overseas, with the jobs and 
value-add being captured in other countries.”4 

4 “Growing our Forestry Sector,” NZ Labour Party, accessed September 9, 2018, https://www.labour.
org.nz/regions.

MISSED 
OPPORTUNITIES
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Fig.  29 Aerial photograph of  the Whakarewarewa forest surrounding Red Stag timber mill.



Rotorua is to play a vital part in Labour’s plans to grow the forestry 
sector. The recreation of a forestry service is on the horizon with the 
head office based in Rotorua; this service would be considered to 
become a separate Government agency. Labour announced that 
“the forest service will be responsible for developing, coordinating, 
implementing and managing a wide-ranging and comprehensive 
National Forest Strategy. The development of this strategy will involve 
all sectors of the wider industry as well as associated key stakeholders 
(for example, conservation, commercial, territorial and local authorities 
and Iwi). This strategy will address the 21st-century challenges and 
opportunities facing the industry and the country.”5 Rotorua has been 
identified as the ‘fatherland’ of plantation forestry, leading the world 
in the development of plantation forestry science since the early 20th 
century.6 Rotorua remains the heart of the New Zealand forestry and 
wood industry to date with almost 40% of New Zealand’s total wood 
harvested from the surrounding forests. It comes as no surprise that 
the forestry and wood businesses make up almost 15% of Rotorua’s 
GDP, positioning it as one of the primary economic drivers for Rotorua.7 
Rotorua is also at the heart of Māori settlement,8 which explains the 
increase in Māori involvement in forestry ownership. It is believed that 
Māori ownership will bring forth new drivers and break away from the 
current owner’s fixation of selling logs overseas for the best price.9 It 
would seem notable to mention that the current forestry workforce is 
predominantly made up of Māori descent, generating increased interest 
for value-added processing to take place.10

5 “Forestry Highlights: Policies,” NZ Labour, last modified 2017, https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloud-
front.net/nzlabour/pages/8558/attachments/original/1504833438/Forestry_Policy.pdf?1504833438.
6 Bryce Heard, “Shaping a Wood First Policy for Rotorua District Council: Findings of a Workshop 
held at RDC on Monday 22 May 2014,” Gisborne District Council, last modified April 1, 2015, 10 https://
www.gdc.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/18-063-X2-Rotorua-Lakes-Council-Wood-First-Policy-Report.pdf.
7 Heard, “ Shaping a Wood First Policy,” 11.
8 Heard, “ Shaping a Wood First Policy,” 12.
9 Heard, “ Shaping a Wood First Policy,” 12.
10 Heard, “ Shaping a Wood First Policy,” 12.
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Fig.  30 Forestry Minister Shane Jones, Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, Rotorua mayor Steve 
Chadwick, and Te Arawa kaumatua Monty Morrison plant a tree at the launch of Te Uru 
Rākau in Rotorua. This is part of the One billion trees programme.



ROTORUA’S WOOD 
FIRST POLICY

Wood first policies or wood encouragement policies have been implemented 
across the world with the intent of making timber-based construction 
the first choice for land developers and architects. This promotes local 
processing and manufacturing of timber products. This policy facilitates 
increased employment and earnings, allowing innovation to take place 
and promoting the growth of value-added business. This is not a new 
concept; Wood First was introduced back in October 2009 by the State of 
British Columbia, Canada. It is believed that British Columbia ‘stole’ the 
wood first idea from former NZ Minister of Forestry Hon. Jim Anderton, 
who was advocating for a similar policy to be adopted by the former Labour 
Government.1 British Colombia is home to one the most renowned and 
globally competitive forestry sectors; they have fostered a cultural shift 
towards timber, promoting timber in construction, interior design and 
daily living.2 British Columbia’s Wood First model has recognised several 

1 Heard, “ Shaping a Wood First Policy,” 13.
2 Heard, “ Shaping a Wood First Policy,” 14.

key benefits from timber-based construction (some have previously been 
recognised in this document); these are listed as follows: 

1. Using wood can limit climate change due to the reduced energy required 
to create wood building products and through carbon storage in the 
wood itself. Every ton of wood material used in construction saves about 
5.7 tons of carbon dioxide from being released into the atmosphere.

2. Wood is strong, lightweight and flexible. Wood building systems have 
been proven to be seismically safe. 

3. Wood is organic, sustainable, natural and renewable. 
4. Wood requires less energy to manufacture than any other building 

material.
5. Wood is cost-effective and easily sourced locally. Building with wood 

supports our economy and local communities.
6. Wood is visually appealing, warm and inviting.
7. Wood buildings are easy to renovate, expand and adapt to changing 

uses.3

Rotorua District Council has taken note of British Colombia and the success 
of its wood first policy. Rotorua became the first to adopt a wood first policy 
in New Zealand in April 2015, further cementing their position as industry 
leaders.4 The adoption of a wood first policy promotes exciting opportunities 
and development for timber construction. It also recognises social, cultural 
and economic agendas.  

3 Heard, “ Shaping a Wood First Policy,” 14.
4 “Rotorua Council First to adopt a ‘Wood First’ policy,” Forest Owners Association, last modified July 
16, 2014, https://www.nzfoa.org.nz/news/foresty-news/868-160714a.
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Fig.  31 Photograph of Rotorua’s eat Street - This central timber structure is a focal 
point promoting the importance of forestry and wood processing in the 
Rotorua district. It has been built using the wood first concept.



THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 
MĀORI ARTS AND CRAFTS

Arts and Crafts Institute Act which recognised the ambitions of Sir Apirana 
Ngata. “This strategy reaffirmed Sir Apirana Ngata’s beliefs that Māori art 
and crafts, and supporting knowledge and disciplines, are the pillars of 
Māori tribal culture and identity.”5  

5 “NZMACI History.”

Carvings, patterns, forms and symbols provide a platform to express Māori 
history, beliefs and stories; they embody value, knowledge and support 
Māori Language. Colonisation was a significant threat to this knowledge. 
The Tohunga Suppression Act of 1907 forbade the activities of Tohunga 
(experts, leaders, healers or priests), thus criminalizing those who were 
holders of Māori knowledge. Many refused to pass on their wisdom as a 
result.1 Sir Apirana Ngata, a prominent Māori leader, recognised that Māori 
material culture, such as carving, was vital to preserving tribal knowledge 
and identity. Ngata strived to preserve traditional practices for future 
generations. Legislation passed in parliament in 1926, brought his dream 
to life with the first carving school, Te Ao Marama, opened on the shores of 
Lake Rotorua.2

Te Whakarewarewa Valley’s tourism and the carving school united in 1963 
under the Rotorua Māori Arts and Crafts Institute Act; this act regarded 
the school as a legal entity. The organisation evolved over the following 
decades, with the addition of a weaving school and greenstone and bone 
carving school. Visitor numbers increased by tens of thousands every year; 
the unique combination of geothermal activity, Māori art and Māori culture 
proved to be a significant drawcard.3 This organisation was renamed in 
2005, moving away from the New Zealand Māori Arts and Crafts Institute. It 
was renamed as Te Puia, meaning gushing waters and steaming vents; this 
name also refers to a historic pā site within the Te Whakarewarewa Valley.4 
In 2011, the Te Puia board developed a new strategy which intensified its 
commitment to cultural development; this strategy ran alongside the Māori 

1 “NZMACI History,” Te Puia, accessed October 9, 2018, https://tepuia.com/trade-and-media-centre/
background-information/.
2 “NZMACI History.”
3 “NZMACI History.”
4 “NZMACI History.”
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Fig.  32 Photograph of a Maori Carver at Work in Te Puia.



Master carver Lyonel Grant has become known for his “customary” carving 
which broke away from the constraints of tradition; the use of the word 
tradition left the impression that an artist could not adapt to new situations. 
This new found direction freed Grant from the weight and responsibility of 
past carving methods.1 Damian Skinner, an art historian, writer and curator 
worked closely with Lyonel Grant to discover his role in the evolution of 
Māori carving. Skinner claimed Grant’s contemporary work both respects 
the traditions he inherited from the Māori Arts and crafts institute and shows 
that things do not and cannot remain the same.2 Lyonel Grant challenged 
the traditions of carving practice with Ihenga, his first whare whakairo 
(carved meeting house) completed in 1987. In this project, he deviated 
from standardised patterns and compositions; this visual innovation leads 
to a more comprehensive expression of its associated Whakapapa.3 The 
development of a Māori mural paved the way for the development of 
contemporary Māori art. Skinner drew attention to the fact that these 
murals are more than just works of art. Grant claimed that “The point was 
how murals could bring together all of the educational, social and economic 
factors which enter into bringing together and reactivating Māori community 
resources in the changed conditions of urbanised, work orientated life.”4 
Murals allow the artists to introduce new materials and techniques; the 
router was celebrated for its ability to shape wood. This enables unskilled 
workers to get involved in construction with the supervision of the artist, 
allowing works to be created without massive expense.5 

1 Lyonel Grant and Damian Skinner,  Ihenga: Te Haerenga Hou: The Evolution of Māori Carving in the 
20th Century (Auckland: Reed, 2007), 13.
2 Grant and Skinner, Ihenga: Te Haerenga Hou, 14.
3 Grant and Skinner, Ihenga: Te Haerenga Hou, 93-94.
4 Grant and Skinner, Ihenga: Te Haerenga Hou, 149.
5 Grant and Skinner, Ihenga: Te Haerenga Hou, 149.

A contemporary carver who produces a whare whakairo (carved meeting 
house) for non-Māori is granted a certain level of artistic freedom.6 Te 
Noho Kotahitanga, the Unitec marae, enabled Lyonel Grant to explore 
artistic innovations, such as dramatic lighting, different materials and 
murals on the back and front walls. A mural located on the front inside 
wall is comprised of a street map of Auckland peeling away, revealing 
the underlying history of the land. The central pole of the wharenui 
(meeting house) is cast from bronze entailing the history of Te Tiriti o 
Waitangi (Treaty of Waitangi), embossed with imagery and signatures 

6 Damian Skinner, The Māori Meeting House: Introducing the Whare Whakairo (Wellington, New 
Zealand: Te Papa Press, 2016), 96.

CONTEMPORARY MĀORI ARTS: 
A BRIEF OVERVIEW
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Fig.  33 Photograph of laser cut 
steel infil panels used on 
the raparapa of Unitec 
Wharenui.



from the document. A laser cutter was employed to create the unique 
cut-outs located in between the raparapa (fingers) of the maihi (arms). 
Other contemporary Māori artists have celebrated the use of technology. 
Joe Te Wharau, for example, exploited its capabilities and incorporated 
his own Māori heritage in the process. The use of 3D printers facilitates 
completely new design techniques, which would be impossible to create 
using traditional tools. Te Wharau explained: “In some of my designs, I 
am working on multiple layers of carvings. So, you will have an eggshell 
form that will have designs and carvings through it. But then, if you look 
inside, there will be an internal layer as well, with unique carvings and 
designs separate from the outside. You’d never really get a tool inside to 
do that - it can only be done with 3D printing.”7 This process enabled him 
to create another dimension to these jewellery pieces through multiple 
layers.

7 aden McLeod, “Using 3D to create Taonga,” Gisborne Herald, last modified January 11, 2018, 
http://gisborneherald.co.nz/entertainment/3176274-135/using-3d-to-create-taonga. 

The findings in this section of the research suggest that 
technology is celebrated among contemporary Māori 
artists. They challenge but also respect the traditional 
approaches. Technology has enabled the artist to reach 
new levels of expression.
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Fig.  34 Photograph of 
interior of Unitec 
Wharenui.



Rotorua is amongst some of the first places settled by Māori. The first to 
arrive were Te Arawa tribe who made the treacherous voyage from Hawaiki 
(a mythical place of Māori origin, from which all humans have originated 
from and return to after death). The Te Arawa tribe landed their canoes 
and settled in Maketu, located in the bay of plenty.1 More than a decade 
would lapse before they explored inland and settled around the Rotorua 
lakes between 1340 and 1350AD.2 Almost 500 years would surpass before 
Pākehā settled on the land, although they had not been the first white men 
to discover New Zealand, this being Abel Tasman in 1642 and James Cook in 
1769. The Te Arawa people did not encounter the new settlers until the mid-
1820s due to their isolation inland; these new arrivals had come to exploit 
seals and whales. The 1820s had brought more than just new arrivals; the 
tribe suffered a fatal attack led by Hongi Hika, a prominent chief from the 
north. When the Te Arawa tribe had come to the realisation that the attack 
was imminent, they retreated to Mokoia Island, bringing their canoes with 
them. The body of water between Mokoia Island and the Rotorua shoreline 
protected the tribe from invasion. However, the tribe had underestimated 
Hongi Hika’s determination. A flotilla of canoes eventually arrived on their 
shores, canoes which had been dragged all the way from the coast.  
 Hongi Hika, returned to the north after the invasion, taking prisoners 
with him from the tribe. It was after this event when Te Arawa would meet 
the ‘strangers’ known as Pākehā for the first time. Some of the tribe had 
ventured north on their own account, anxious to meet the Pākehā people. 

1 Don Strafford, Romantic Past of Rotorua (New Zealand, Wellington: A.H & A.W Reed, 1977), 6.
2 Strafford, Romantic Past of Rotorua , 71.

This event was significant; it paved the way for the development of 
Rotorua, tourism and the introduction of advanced weapons which gave 
them a leading edge over neighbouring tribes.
Rotorua was declared a city in 1962.3 It is a culturally diverse city with 
10,000 daily visitors, and a total of 3.3 million visitors per year.4 The 
major ethnic groups are European (67.5%), Māori (37.5%), Pacific Islands 
(5%) and Asian (6.3%).5 Rotorua is renowned as the heartland of Māori 
culture, making it an international tourism icon.6

3 “Lake Rotorua Timeline,” Bay of Plenty Regional Council, accessed May 4, 2019, http://www.
rotorualakes.co.nz/vdb/document/301.
4 “About our region,” Live in Rotorua, accessed May 4, 2019, https://www.rotoruanz.com/live/
where-to-live/about-our-region/the-story-of-rotorua-(1)/.
5 “2013 Census QuickStats about a Place: Rotorua District,” Stats NZ, accessed May 5, 2019, 
http://archive.stats.govt.nz/Census/2013-census/profile-and-summary-reports/quickstats-about-a-place.
aspx?request_value=13918&tabname=Culturaldiversity.
6 Live in Rotorua, “About our region.”

MĀORI SETTLMENT AND 
COLONISATION IN ROTORUA
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Fig.  35 A painting by Louis Steele and Charles Frederick Goldie in 1898, 
illustrating the Arrival of Maori in New Zealand. 



5.0PRECEDENT STUDIES
This section will review projects based on 
four major topics, these are prototyping, 
structural decoration, digital pattern making 
and architectural programme. 
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5.0PRECEDENT STUDIES
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PROTOTYPING 
ARCHITECTURE
The following examples showcase the various 
prototyping methods used by respected 
designers in the industry and how prototyping 
has been adopted in their own design process. 
These projects provide examples showcasing 
an engagement with technique, material and 
process. 

The following examples showcase the various 
prototyping methods used by respected designers 
in the industry and how prototyping has been 
adopted in their own design process. These projects 
provide examples showcasing an engagement with 
technique, material and process. 
Christopher Kelly from Architecture Workshop 
defines the prototype as the pathway to realising 
the final building as well as providing a “3-D study 
piece” for the client.1 The realisation of the Waitomo 
Caves Visitors Centre relied on the use of fullscale 
prototypes using traditional methods; this allowed 
Kelly to determine the material behaviour based 
on his design. Kelly advised that the prototype is 
“a working version of the proposed outcome; the 
prototype should perform as if it were part of the 
final building, revealing the viability of hinges, joints, 
and so on.”2 Kelly uses 1:1 scale mockups to test 
materiality. Figure 37 shows a timber mock-up model 
produced at the built scale, and figure 38 shows the 
timber beam being tested in a jig.

1 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects, 200
2 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects, 200.
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Fig.  36 Photograph of interlocking 
laminated structure used to 
support ETFE panels.

Fig.  37 Photograph of laminated beam 
assembly being tested.

Fig.  38 Photograph of laminated beam 
prototype being tested in a jig.



Director of Nex Architects, Alan Dempsey, believes prototyping 
can be used “to instrumentalise decisions within projects 
targeting specific outcomes.”3 Nex Architects created a prototype 
used as a table to test the performance of roof design covering 
a large courtyard in Powerscourt Town Centre in Dublin. This 
provided a way to test desired design ambitions using a smaller 
scale prototype. The table imitated the lighting conditions 
created by what Nex calls a ‘deep surface’ structure, filtering light 
through a series of fins.
 Designtoproduction is at the forefront of complexity in 
architecture.4 Fabian Scheurer, a founding partner, described 
the prototype as an “experiment to falsify something.”5 In this 
example, a system had to be prototyped to create a 3,500 square 
metre oak façade which undulates in multiple directions. For 
Scheurer, two failed half-scale prototypes made during this 
project underlined the importance of understanding the issues 
of scaling when what is being tested demands answers at the full 
scale.6 This method of falsification requires prototypes to be as 
close to the real thing as possible in order to be successful. The 
final design outcome used CNC-cut timber beams to host a series 
of linear Oak members; prototypes revealed the problems, such 
as bendability and spring, associated with using steel beams.

3 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects, 71.
4 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects, 106
5 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects, 106
6 Burry and Burry, Prototyping for Architects, 10

To conclude, these projects illustrate the immense value that 
prototyping can contribute to the overall design. This section 
explained how the architect can use prototyping to predict the 
performance of certain building elements and the complications 
in assembly. The prototype provides a way to conceptualise 
design problems and determine material behaviour. 
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Fig.  39 Rendered image of Powerscourt Town 
Centre design by Nex Architects.

Fig.  40 Photograph of the To & Fro 
table.

Fig.  41 Photograph of a mock-up model used to help the 
contractor test the assembly of components. This was 
used to inform the construction of the Kilden performing 
arts center.

Fig.  42 Image of a digital model informing the 
assembly of the timber facade seen 
in the Kilden performing arts center. 
These timber members are hosted on to 
laminated timber beams.



STRUCTURAL 
DECORATION
The following examples in this section 
complement the research related to the 
contemporary pattern making and structural 
decoration component located in the 
literature section of this document.

The examples in this section complement the research related to the contemporary pattern 
making and structural decoration component located in the literature section of this document.
The 2002 Serpentine Gallery Pavilion, designed by Toyo Ito and Cecil Balmond, demonstrates 
this integration of pattern and structure. The pattern work was generated based on an 
algorithmic approach,1 using a series of twisted and overlapping squares. This external skin 
articulates a sense of dynamic internal space, characterised by solid and void forms. This 
exterior pattern work masks the formal logic of structural function, offering both decorative 
and structural functionality contained in the external skin.
 In 2017, FMJT architects designed a library space. This project showcases the decorative 
and artistic potential of grid shell structures. Timber grid shell structures embody the notion 
of ‘deep decoration’ at its core. The structural arrangement creates the opportunity to serve 
as both structure and artistic expression.  In this project, designed by Richard Francis-Jones, 
the structure has been integrated tightly with the overall narrative of the design. The unique 
eagle-like grid shell form takes inspiration from ‘Bunjil’, a creator in Aboriginal mythology.2 
This grid shell structure continues to spread outwards from the centre, conveying the notion 
of eagle wings. 

1 Tomoko Sakamoto and Albert Ferré, From Control to Design, 36.
2 “Bunjil Place,” Francis-Jones Morehen Thorp Pty Ltd, accessed February 9, 2019, https://fjmtstudio.com/projects/bunjil-place/.
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Fig.  43 Photograph of the interior 
of Toyo ito’s serpentine 
pavilion.



The federation square building located in Melbourne was designed by 
Lab architects in 2003. This project provides an understanding of pattern 
work and its ability to inform structure. In this example, the external 
triangulated panel network of one side has directly informed the logic 
of the structural members supporting the glass atrium.3 The structural 
frame becomes an artistic expression with its logic disappearing between 
the lines of the pinwheel algorithm used to generate the network of 
steel. This triangular motif morphs from the façade to the structural 
skin, simultaneously “engaging in the act of defining spatial affect.” 4 
This Penrose pinwheel pattern injects a sense of energy, through the 
dynamic changing and folding of triangular elements.

3   Rappaport, “Deep Decoration,” 97.
4   Rappaport, “Deep Decoration,” 97.

To conclude, these three projects discussed in this section highlight 
the critical point at which patterns and design narratives inform 
structural logic. The use of structure has been successfully integrated 
to compliment the overall design scheme.
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Fig.  44 Photograph of showing the 
laminated timber structure of 
Bunjil Place.

Fig.  45 Photograph of Federation 
square central atrium 
space. 



DIGITAL PATTERN 
MAKING
The use of surface treatment presents unique 
opportunities for designers to express narrative 
and symbolic motifs. The use of dynamic surfaces 
can enhance the energies and relationships 
embodied in the design intent. Outlined in this 
section areThese projects that illustrate the 
potential of patterns and surface treatment and 
how they can be applied in design.

The He Tohu Exhibition designed in 2017 by 
Studio Pacific embodies a unique relationship 
with timber craft and surface treatment. 
Programmatically, the exhibition was tasked 
with preserving the past for future generations. 
This space holds three of New Zealand’s most 
important constitutional documents; the 
Declaration of Independence of the United 
Tribes of New Zealand from 1835; the Treaty 
of Waitangi from 1840, and the Women’s 
Suffrage Petition from 1893. At first glance, 
the CNC-milled ripples on the external walls 
promote a sense of energy which is contained 
within the walls. These ripples represent the 
meeting of cultures and the debate of ideas.1 
  

1 “Studio Pacific Architecture’s He Tohu and Preserving 
the Past through Design,” Idealog, last modified November 24, 
2017, https://idealog.co.nz/design/2017/11/studio-pacific-architec-
tures-he-tohu-and-preserving-past-through-design.
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Fig.  46 Photograph of He Tohu exhibition 
and public engagement with exterior 
surface.

Fig.  47 Photograph of CNC 
milled exterior surface up 
close.



The next four examples were designed by 
Salvator-John A. Liotta at the Kuma lab studio. 
They illustrate how a symbolic motif was 
extracted, analysed and applied as a structural 
component or used to articulate space. 
The pattern replicated in the first project 
took inspiration from bamboo. According to 
Salvator-John A. Liotta, Bamboo “symbolizes 
the dignity and ability to adapt and go through 
hard times without breaking. In Japan, a nation 
prone to natural disasters, bamboo symbolises 
strength of character.”2  Liotta used a series of 
steel rods to structurally integrate this pattern 
work.

2 Liotta, “Patterns and Layers,” 31.
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Fig.  48 Rendered image 
showing bamboo screen 
arrangement.

Fig.  50 Photograph of bamboo 
plant. 

Fig.  51 Drawing of proposed screen 
component 

Fig.  49 Rendered image showing 
bamboo screen pattern 
articulation.



The pattern applied in the second example used a 
diamond motif. This is associated with a prominent 
textile pattern, referred to as water chestnut because 
of its resemblance to the leaf of this native Japanese 
tree. Courtesans and members of warrior societies 
were fond of decorative diamond patterns.3 Liotta 
explained how the project uses a “curved structure 
that geometrically adapts the depth and porosity 
of its skin beyond the superficiality of the surface. 
The overall curvature of the system contributes to 
structural capacity, but also provides for different 
orientations and exposures of each element to 
applicable contextual circumstances.”4 

3  Liotta, “Patterns and Layers,” 48.
4  Liotta, “Patterns and Layers,” 48.
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Fig.  52 Interior render of diamond 
motif concept.

Fig.  53 Ilustration of Diamond pattern. Fig.  54 Drawing of the proposed diamond modules used to create 
the interior components.



In the third example, the design was inspired by the tradition 
of omikuji. This describes the strips of paper containing 
sacred fortunes available at Shinto shrines and Buddhist 
temples in Japan. If the written message is good, the omikuji 
is taken home. If it is bad, one will attach it to a pine tree on 
the temple grounds.5 Liotta used a traditional Japanese wave 
pattern to structurally organise the strips in order to remain 
unpredictable to the eye. The use of strips generates a certain 
depth and dynamic movement across the façade.
 The fourth example adopted the use of a cloud-like 
pattern. The cloud symbolises the outer world; this has been 
introduced by Buddhist monks. The cloud motif is referred 
to as Yokogumo, which means “horizontal cloud.”6 Liotta said 
that this pattern covering the surfaces of the building is “used 
as a unifying element,”7  bringing the spaces together.

5  Liotta, “Patterns and Layers,” 50.
6  Liotta, “Patterns and Layers,” 42.
7  Liotta, “Patterns and Layers,” 42.

To conclude, these projects demonstrate the ability to 
energise and articulate spaces through the use of patterns. 
They transformed symbolic motifs into meaningful building 
components. All the patterns used have meaning beneath 
the surface. From these examples, it can be argued that 
patterns are most successful when they contain depth. The 
undulation provokes a sense of embodied energy rippling 
through the dynamic surfaces.
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Fig.  55 Rendered image of paper like facade.
Fig.  57 Photograph 

showing the act of 
omikuji.

Fig.  58 Rendered image of 
wave like organisation 
of elements.

Fig.  59 Photograph of cloud 
arrangement used as 
inspiration for pattern 
work.

Fig.  56 Interior render of cloud concept.



ARCHITECTURAL 
PROGRAMME 
This example has been selected based on the 
design criteria formulated in the design section 
of this document. It provides insight into the 
design of flexible performing arts/concert hall 
spaces for communities. It also applies the 
notion of pattern making and deep decoration as 
previously established in this document.

Te Oro music and arts centre was designed by Archimedia in 2015. Te Oro has tightly integrated 
art, culture and history in a multi-purpose performing artist facility. It has been a catalyst 
for social and cultural engagement, offering cultural workshops, performance spaces and 
community gatherings. Te Oro is a name gifted by Ngati Paoa iwi and refers to the sound 
in an instrument, reflecting upon the programmes it accommodates.1 The structural grid 
has allowed the 200-seat performance seating to open out onto the outdoor terrace area, 
accommodating both indoor and outdoor performances. A workshop and a teaching space 
are also located on the ground floor. On the upper level is a dance studio, music classroom, 
recording studios, bone and greenstone carving workshop, beat making studio and other 
visual arts classrooms. Conceptually, its overall form resembles a grove of trees derived from 
a local legend. The articulation of columns helps portray this idea, each representing the tree 
of a particular culture.2 The building form has been broken up into three main elements: this 
represents the Māori creation story, whereby Tane collects the three baskets of knowledge 
from his Journey above to the uppermost realm, to return and create humanity.3 According 
to local artist Martin Leung-Wai, the diamond motif used on the ceilings and skylights 
represents the “Pacific Islands notion of binding – unifying … contemporary visual art, music 
and performance.”4 The timber whakairo panels located on the columns were carved from 
solid timber using a CNC machine rather than traditionally carved. Bill Mckay, a professor at 
Auckland’s School of Architecture, describes this as cross-cultural hybridity, claiming it “does 
not make them any less honest or authentic.”5

1  Bill McKay, “Te Oro,” Architecture NZ, May 2015, 55.
2  McKay, “Te Oro,” 57.
3  Justin Foote, “Te Oro,” Interior, June 2015, 46.
4  Foote, “Te Oro,” 48.
5  McKay, “Te Oro,” 57.
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Fig.  60 Photograph of Te Oro music and arts centre showcasing. 
This angle showcases the three seperate froms which 
represent the three baskets of knowledge.
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Fig.  61 Ground floor plan layout. Fig.  62 Photograph of triangulated ceiling motif.

Fig.  63 Internal performance space with tukutuku inspired 
accoustic panels.

Fig.  64 Photgraph showing CNC carved external columns and 
triangulated form.
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The literature used in this project focuses on the digital technologies 
that have evolved since the introduction of the digital revolution and 
the advancements that currently influence architectural practice. Today, 
the use of digital technologies has infiltrated many disciplines. It has 
undoubtedly reserved its place in architectural practice. The literature 
selected provides an understanding of various digital fabrication 
techniques and their roles in redefining our built environment. These 
techniques will be used to inform the design outcome of this research 
project. 
 The realm of digital fabrication is ever-expanding with continuous 
developments in software, machinery and materials. In order to keep 
this research project manageable, only one medium (material) is 
explored as each material requires an entirely different approach to 
both design and construction. Timber was selected for this research 
project. It has acquired a rich history in architectural practice and has 
developed meaningful relationships in social, cultural and economic 
contexts globally and more specifically relates to Rotorua. Technological 
advancements in timber products create vast opportunities to explore 
CNC technologies. The machinery utilised in this research project is the 
CNC router and laser cutting machines located at Unitec campus. The 
laser cutter provides the means to rapidly prototype and test designs on 
a small scale, simulating the function of the CNC machine. These smaller 
scale prototypes will be analysed and rescaled for the employment 

of the CNC router. The choice in software applications also dictates the 
amount of research time needed for this project. The use of scripting and 
parametric applications will be avoided in this project. These applications 
can be extremely time-consuming and complex. However, their potential 
benefits and complications are briefly investigated in this document.  
 Digital craft remains the primary focus of this research project 
due to the amount of research that is required to learn within this field 
and the given timeframe allocated for this project. However, the cultural 
context and site-specific relationships of the site add vital substance to this 
project. Māori culture and identity provide unique design inspiration and 
opportunities throughout the design process. Te Aranga design principles will 
be incorporated, and contextual narratives will be acknowledged throughout 
the design scheme. This context provides excellent criteria for investigating 
the possible collision between technological advancements and traditional 
arts of Māori culture. The architectural objectives will also compliment and, 
where necessary, challenge the ambitions of the waterfront master plan 
concept. The literature has presented two key design theories that will be 
used to inform the design process in conjunction with the digital fabrication 
methods established previously. These theories are digital pattern making 
and structural decoration. Digital design tools present an opportunity to 
capture and architecturally express contextual narrative.  

5.0
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EXPLORATION OF DIGITAL CRAFT: 
UNDERSTANDING TOLERANCE, 
CAD/CAM PROGRAMMING AND 
MATERIALITY

This section seeks an understanding of the literature 
surrounding digital fabrication through a process of 
physical exploration. The projects presented here 
provide a test bed for understanding material and 
associated techniques, ultimately learning about the 
digital design language as described by Lisa Iwamoto. 
Each design required attention to the parameters and 
tolerances determined by the design criteria and its 
functionality. These small-scale projects provide insight 
into creating components at larger scales, understanding 
the material behaviour of timber products and the 
relationship these products have to tolerance.
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Fig.  65 Image of Digital Hand.



SECTIONING
These projects explored the use of interlocked structures using a 
series of slotted joints. This is a prominent method used in sectioning, 
a fabrication technique described previously in this document.

INTERLOCKED 
PLYWOOD BEDFRAME
The amount of tolerance here was underestimated; this resulted in the 
need to chisel and sand material down in order to achieve the desired 
assembly. The thickness of the sheet was 17.6mm, with the nominated 
tolerance of 0.4mm, making the slotted joints a total of 18mm in depth. 
Performing a fullscale slotted joint test would have helped depict the 
necessary tolerance at the beginning, therefore eliminating the need for 
post-processing work.  For the final cuts, the tolerance was increased by 
a further 0.3mm; this made a world of difference to the assembly of the 
final pieces.
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Fig.  65 Image of Digital Hand.

Fig.  66 Photograph of assembly.



PROCLIMA VIDEO BOOTH
Proclima required a flat pack video booth solution 
which could be assembled and disassembled quickly. 
A series of laminated plywood panels were used to 
create the long-sided wall panels with 2x12mm sheets 
and an 18mm framed plywood cavity. Although 
there had been a successful amount of tolerance 
programmed into the tabs which insert into cut slots, 
inconsistencies had been generated with the glueing 
of each panel. Fortunately, chamfering the sides of 
the tabs proved to be a quick solution to this issue 
because it provides enough flexibility for the capping 
panel to fit into its desired position.
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Fig.  67 Drawing illustrating 
assembled 
components.

Fig.  68 Photograph of assembled 
product.

Fig.  69 Close up of sloted joint 
detail.

Fig.  70 Exploded drawing 
of machined 
components.



CONTOURING
These projects utilise the contouring fabrication technique described 
previously in the section: emergence of digital culture and fabrication. 
The projects use engineered timber products such as LVL and plywood 
and a computer-aided-machining to resurface these timber products.

Carter Holt Harvey presented Unitec students with a brief to create 
a series of small desk products to send to architects and specifiers to 
promote their line of LVL timber products. Each design had to consider 
the machining time and post-processing work. The premise of this project 
aligned well with the fabrication technique of contouring, employing 
CAD/CAM technologies to create contoured surfaces. 
 Initially, the intention was to create a piece that would imitate 
the jointing and tectonics of timber at the built scale. However, this 
approach proved to be unfeasible for a project of this scale. The small 
pieces of LVL became brittle with force applied across the grain, due to the 
manufactured strength allocated in only one direction. The second wave 
of prototypes expressed the built-up layers while dramatically improving 
the overall durability of the piece - a result owed to its sculpted form. This 
expression of materiality became a focal point in the design. The CAM 
software enabled the simulation of the tool path which removes the 
material as well as calculating an estimated machining time. Simulating 
the machining process and fine-tuning the manufacturing part of the 
product is crucial; it can significantly save overall processing time and 
material waste. In the development of prototypes, an effort was made 
to reduce the number of machining steps required, thus reducing the 
labour time required. The square design required more post-processing 
time, with the need to chisel out the internal corners due to the circular 
shape of the drill bit. A circular design proved to be most efficient in 
regards to machining time and post-processing work required.

CARTER HOLT HARVEY COLLABORATION
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Fig.  71 Photograph of design prototypes.

Fig.  72 Photograph of broken protoype, highliting the 
brittle nature of the LVL beam product.

Fig.  74 Photograph of square box prototype.

Fig.  73 Photograph showing final 
rounded box prototype.



TUKU TUKU PANEL PATTERNS AND 
SYMBOLIC MEANINGS

DIGITAL EXPLORATION 
OF MĀORI CRAFT 

A tukutuku panel is a woven panel placed in 
between the poupou (carved ancestral figures) 
and is used to decorate the interior space of the 
wharenui (meeting house). The patterns embody 
meanings which support the genealogy of the 
wharenui and the carved figures in the poupou. 1

Ngā Mātā Waka 
This is unique to Te Arawa and symbolises the 
voyage of the Te Arawa waka from Hawaiki to 
Maketu, and the travels of all people to the 
region.2

Ngā Pūmanawa e Waru 
This signifies manaakitanga, nurturing the 
potential of the future generations.3

Ngā Koromatua e ono o Ngāti Whakaue 
This is a sign of Tohunga/historians/chiefs 
representing family houses within a tribe and 
also hospitality.4

Te Heketanga a Rangi  
Signifies levels of achievement and the 
advancement of man pertaining to religion, 
education, health and wellbeing – physically, 
spiritually and mentally.5

1 Damian Skinner, The Maori Meeting House: Introducing the 
Whare Whakairo (New Zealand, Wellington: Te Papa Press, 2016), 197.
2 ”Design Inspiration,” Rotorua Library, accessed April 12, 2019, 
https://www.rotorualibrary.govt.nz/about-your-library/teakamauri/Pag-
es/Design-Inspiration.aspx. 
3  ”Design Inspiration.”
4  ”Design Inspiration.”
5   ”Design Inspiration.” 

This section of work explores the CNC contouring 
process, as previously defined by Iwamoto. This 
investigation has been inspired by Māori arts 
found in the wharenui (meeting house) such as 
tukutuku panels, carving and kowhaiwhai (painted 
patterns). This exploration involved creating a 
series of patterns derived from studying tukutuku 
panels; these patterns were extracted and 
reinterpreted using Rhino. These same patterns 
have been used for the design inspiration for the 
refurbishment of the Rotorua library.
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Fig.  75 Ngā Mātā Waka.

Fig.  78 Te Heketanga a Rangi

Fig.  76 Ngā Pūmanawa e Waru.

Fig.  77 Ngā Koromatua e ono o Ngāti Whakaue



DIGITAL PATTERN INTERPRETATION
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Fig.  79 Digital line work of patterns interpreted using Tukutuku patterns on the previous page.



The arrangements of lines had to be carefully 
monitored with respect to the size of the 
intended router piece. Lines which are too close 
in proximity will bleed together, compromising 
the intended pattern. The digital drawing 
process boiled down to two main patterns that 
were chosen for further development. These 
patterns required further preparation for the 
use of the CNC machine, both patterns had to 
correspond to use of a 1/4 inch (6.35mm) tool 
piece that was selected based on the amount 
of detail. 
     The first tukutuku pattern is comprised of 
three ‘pocketing’ regions which follow the Ngā 
Koromatua e ono o Ngāti Whakaue pattern. 
The ‘pocketing’ term refers to the machine 
operation which removes material based on a 
defined line boundary and associated Z value. 
The result of the pocketing action can be seen 
in the supporting figures located on the right. 
The first prototype (prototype A) was produced 
with steps too steep. This created undesirable 
proportions. The composition of steps was 
altered in the final prototype (prototype B), 
producing more desirable proportions. 

TUKUTUKU PANEL TYPE 1
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Fig.  80 Digital pattern interpreted 
using Tukutuku patterns 
on the previous page. This 
digital line work was used 
to machine the following 
components on the 
right.

Fig.  81 Photograph of machined prototype B.

Fig.  82 Photograph of machined prototype A. Fig.  83 Photograph of machined 
prototype B.



TUKUTUKU PANEL TYPE 2
The second tukutuku combines a series of 
triangulated pockets representing the Ngā Mātā 
Waka, Ngā Pūmanawa e Waru and Te Heketanga 
a Rangi pattern. A pocketing region was placed on 
the edge of the timber block to create a borderless 
pattern.  Figure 85 illustrates the fragile nature 
of the LVL; a small drill bit was used due to the 
delicate pattern work detail. 
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Fig.  84 Digital pattern interpreted 
using Tukutuku patterns 
on the previous page. This 
digital line work was used 
to machine the following 
components on the 
right.

Fig.  85 Photograph of prototype in the 
machining process.

Fig.  86 Photograph of completed prototype. Post processing was 
required to clean the edges.



ORGANIC PATTERN 
INVESTIGATION
This pattern was produced to test the 
machine’s capability to remove material using 
complex curved geometry. An original pattern 
was traced using Rhino; this pattern was then 
divided into a seamless component, testing its 
viability to be repeated on building elements 
such as beams and columns. This curved 
prototype exposed the brittle nature of the 
plywood layers with material flaking off at 
sharp vertices as shown in figure 88. The dark 
patches in this image represent the glue line; 
this is exposed at various depths depending on 
the glueing of the plywood layers. Laminated 
beams such as LVL will most likely experience 
the same problem. This issue is unavoidable; 
post-processing work would be required to 
create consistency in the final product.
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Fig.  87 Photograph of completed 
prototype. Post processing was 
required to clean the edges.

Fig.  88 Photograph showing tool paths 
inscribed in the plywood.

Fig.  89 Photograph showing a second 
prototype using a single lined 
tool path.



The intention was to utilise CAD/CAM processes in a way that reflected 
Māori ornamental art and the meanings embedded into these patterns. 
A relatively low amount of effort was required to make these carved 
prototypes, the patterns presented here are flat and lack the dynamics 
found in traditional carving. The employment of the machine must 
still correspond to the amount of effort and passion that is present in 
the traditional approach. Thus, aligning the efficiencies and economics 
associated with the machine concerning the mana (pride) of the traditional 
approach will produce more fruitful outcomes. 
With this in mind, the exploration progressed towards a more dynamic 
and organic approach. The next examples presented more of a challenge 
regarding the CNC machining capabilities while increasing the complexity 
of the CAD/CAM process. 

CRITICAL REFLECTION
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DEEP SURFACE 
INVESTIGATION | 
WOMAN IN FABRICATION
Following on from the previous 
experimentation, this led to a ‘deep surface’ 
design inquiry, seeking to create a dynamic 
contoured surface using LVL. The ‘Women in 
Fabrication’ project provided a vessel within 
which to learn the machining requirements 
to achieve this. I was brought on board as a 
CNC technician, helping to glue LVL substrate 
and machining. A series of LVL members had 
been cut into strips and glued with the end 
grain exposed. These slabs were initially cut 
using a straight edge drill piece, a machining 
process called ‘roughing.’ Once this stage 
was complete a rounded edge drill piece 
(bullnose) refined the triangular pockets in 
another machining step. Post-processing was 
required to remove the tool marking on the 
edges as illustrated in figure 93.
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Fig.  90 Photograph showing a 
completed component.

Fig.  91 Photograph showing a component in 
the machining process.

Fig.  92 Photograph showing the 
finishing stage using the bullnose 
tool piece. 

Fig.  93 Photograph showing 
bridges useing to 
secure the component 
to the bed.
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Fig.  94 Aerial photograph of Rotorua 
lakes.
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SITE SELECTION & 
CHARACTERISTICS

Rotorua is an extraordinary city with unique 
characteristics. The rare intensity of geothermal 
activity, surrounding forestry, natural lakes and 
rich cultural background uphold its reputation. 
This city has a unique connection to wood 
through its industry, people and culture. The 
interconnected network of businesses and 
institutions involved in the forestry industry 
scattered across Rotorua are key to its success. The 
use of wood is deeply embedded in Māori culture 
from the use of canoes, arts, crafts and of course, 
buildings. Education surrounding the forestry 
industry holds a strong presence in Rotorua from 
forestry science, forestry monitoring, processing, 
traditional Māori crafts and carving. The ancient 
knowledge of traditional craft plays a key role in 
the preservation of Māori cultural identity. 

NN N
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Fig.  95 Illustration showing bay of 
plenty region.

Fig.  96 Mapping Illustration showing 
Rotorua’s surrounding lakes.
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Fig.  98 Site context mapping.



WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT 
AMBITIONS

Incorporating Rotorua’s future development is crucial to the success 
of this project. Upon the review of this concept proposal, a series of 
key objectives were established to inform design decisions and criteria. 
Rotorua’s tourism population increases by 3% every year and has 
the potential to increase further with an international airport on the 
horizon.1 Rotorua’s district council have highlighted the importance of 
improving necessary facilities and creating a unique urban waterfront 
experience like many other cities, making the waterfront a key feature 
of the city.2

The council has initiated a 50-year vision for the waterfront; the following 
key points have been extracted from the summary report. The council’s 
stated ambitions are:

• To create a vibrant and cohesive focal point and recreational feature 
focussed on the Lakefront area with direct and integrated linkages 
to the central city and other adjacent areas in accordance with good 
urban design principles; 

• To acknowledge the cultural, social and environmental context of 
the area and, as appropriate, capitalise on the relationship Te Arawa 
has with the land, water, and thermal opportunities as a point of 
difference;

• To reinforce and facilitate a tourism/visitor focus to the area providing 
year-round interest and activity both during the day and at night;

1  Wraight and Associates, “Rotorua Lakefront development,” Rotorua Lakes Council, 
last modified 2009, 5. https://www.rotorualakescouncil.nz/our-council/officialinformation/OIA2018/
Documents/Lakefront-development/Rotorua%20Lakefront%20Development%20Concept%20Plan%20Re-
port%20-%20Executive%20Summary.pdf.
2  Wraight and Associates, “ Rotorua Lakefront development,” 5.

• To provide opportunities for private and public partnerships in the 
development and management of appropriate activities; and 

• To maximise cultural, economic, recreational and environmental 
benefits and to minimise potential adverse effects.”3 

 In 2007, Wraight and Associates, as well as many other design professionals 
and consultants, were engaged to produce a concept for Rotorua’s lakefront 
development. This provided me with excellent criteria and parameters 
for my design. Their plans and objectives for this concept were set out as 
follows:

• To build on the special and distinctive characteristics of the Lakefront 
site and its relationship with the CBD;

• To have an activity focus that will perhaps be more urban in character 
when compared to the more natural landscapes which are evident in 
the Motutara and Sulphur Point areas of the wider Lakefront area;

• To relate to and complement the adjacent Ohinemutu and Sulphur Bay 
areas;

• To consider with care all existing site features. While some may be 
retained and/or relocated there is none that must be retained; and

• To explore opportunities to enhance the connection and relationship 
between the Lakefront Reserve and the CBD.”4 

3  Wraight and Associates, “ Rotorua Lakefront development.” 5.
4  Wraight and Associates, “ Rotorua Lakefront development.” 8
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MASTERPLAN CRITERIA & 
BUILDING PROGRAMME
These are the key features that formulate the architectural brief for this 
project. The items in this section are derived from studying Wraight and 
Associates’ master plan concept in order to provide the necessary design 
framework for my scheme.

URBAN ACTIVITY:
The concept plan acknowledged the lack of urban activity hosted in the 
waterfront area. Tutanekai Street currently supports diverse hospitality 
with great public interaction present on both sides of the street.  This 
street interjects into the proposed urban square (Tutanekai Square) and 
it seems appropriate to maintain this axis towards the waterfront area. 
Maintaining the ambitions of improved hospitality will be incorporated 
into my design scheme.
CULTURAL HERITAGE:
The unique cultural heritage of Rotorua is a drawcard for its tourism 
industry. Incorporating cultural history and narrative into the design 
scheme is imperative to its success. Although there are many famous 
legends and stories related to this area, the legend of Hinemoa and 
Tutanekai holds the most presence in Rotorua. This narrative provided 
Wraights and Associates with a theme that has been a significant design 
driver for the master plan concept. This narrative will be reflected in the 
final architectural product for this project. Māori arts and crafts also play 
a significant role in the success of tourism and, as mentioned earlier, the 
preservation of this art is essential. The design scheme will promote these 
patterns and crafted elements.

TUTANEKAI SQUARE
A proposed civic space for the waterfront. This 
is described as “the hinge between the lakefront 
parade, Tutanekai Street and Ohinemutu.”1

CANOPIES
A series of large canopies are a reoccurring theme 
throughout this master plan scheme. These were 
implemented to support and promote the use of 
markets, resting opportunities, shelter and other 
infrastructure such as public barbeques.2

CENTRAL GREEN SPACE (THE VILLAGE GREEN)
This space connects the CBD area and surrounding 
accommodation. It also serves as a major event 
space and gathering area for the community.3

1  Wraight and Associates, “ Rotorua Lakefront development,” 21..
2 Wraight and Associates, “ Rotorua Lakefront development,” 21..
3  Wraight and Associates, “ Rotorua Lakefront development,” 15.

MASTER PLAN 
PARAMETERS
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Figure [5.1] Lakefront concept plan

Concept Critique:
This arrangement of buildings do not promote a 
strong urban waterfront scheme. Rotorua needs a 
prominent building to be seen as a land mark for 
the region.
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Fig.  99 Wraights and Associates waterfront 
development concept.
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MOKOIA ISLAND:
This sacred yet mysterious island sits about 6.2km off the 
shores of Rotorua.1 Due to its significance and cultural 
heritage, it is necessary to maintain views and highlight 
its importance to the region. 
OHINEMUTU:
This is a place of significant cultural value. It is home to 
the Ngāti Whakaue tribe, a sub-tribe of Te Arawa waka.2 
Ohinemutu became the main centre for the Rotorua 
region in the early 1870s. Visitors, including royalty, 
arrived at this bustling settlement before going on to 
visit the Pink and White Terraces at Lake Tarawera and to 
experience the healing waters of Rotorua.3

1  “Mokoia Island: The Sacred Island,” Experience Mokoia, accessed 
April 9, 2019, https://www.mokoiaisland.co.nz/.
2  “Ohinemutu,” 100% Pure New Zealand, accessed April 11, 2019, https://
www.newzealand.com/in/feature/ohinemutu/.
3  “Ohinemutu,”
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Fig.  100 Mapping Illustration highlighting Mokoia island.

Fig.  101 Mapping Illustration highlighting Ohinemutu.



GEOTHERMAL HOT SPOTS:
As indicated on the supporting map, a primary 
geothermal zone sits adjacent to the proposed 
site location. (indicated in red). This brings forth 
the opportunity to exploit geothermal energy 
use while also articulating the design in a way 
that draws attention to the natural wonders that 
lie beneath the surface. The white lines provide 
contrast to the existing and proposed scheme.
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Fig.  101 Mapping Illustration highlighting Ohinemutu.

Fig.  102 Mapping Illustration highlighting the geothermal  
 hot zone in close proximity to the site.

Fig.  103 Mapping Illustration highlighting the 
geothermal hot zone in a wider context 
of the site.



DESIGN 
NARRATIVE

The following story has been paraphrased from the “The story of 
Hinemoa and Tutanekai” in The Romantic Past of Rotorua as told by Don 
Strafford. 
 Mokoia Island not only holds tales of great battles but of 
love too. The famous love story of Hinemoa and Tutanekai is a story 
cherished by the community. Hinemoa was a beautiful daughter of a 
high ranking chief, who lived on the shores of Rotorua lake. Many would 
seek her hand in marriage, only to be rejected by her people because 
they were deemed not worthy enough for Hinemoa. Occasionally, 
important meetings were held to discuss matters regarding the tribes; 
it was here where Tutanekai first laid eyes on Hinemoa and fell in love. 
Tutanekai’s low birth ranking hindered his ability to ask for her hand. He 
excelled at the games held on these occasions, his ability with the taiaha 
(traditional weapon) and good looks soon grabbed her attention, and 
Hinemoa had fallen for him too. At each meeting that followed, their 

love for one another increased, although they only conveyed this love 
through eye contact. Hinemoa and Tutanekai knew her people would 
not accept their love.
 Tutakenai would sit on the shores of Mokoia Island and play his 
flute at night; many say this was because of Hinemoa. The sounds of his 
flute travelled across the water to the shores of Rotorua, where she sat 
listening. There she sat filled with sadness because she knew she could 
not marry anyone other than Tutakenai. Her tribe began to suspect their 
love and pulled the canoes far up on the shoreline to prevent her from 
going to see Tutanekai. One night it became too much to bear, Hinemoa 
decided to swim across the water guided by Tutanekai’s flute. She finally 
arrived on Mokoia Island and headed straight for the thermal pool called 
Waikimihia. Tutanekai happened to be thirsty at the same time and sent 
his slave Tiki down to fetch a calabash of water. Tiki had passed by close 
to Hinemoa and saw her in the water, in an assertive voice he asked: “for 

MOTUTARA
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Fig.  104 Photograph of Mokoia Island.



whom is in the water.” She replied, Mo Tutanekai (it is for Tutanekai). It 
was in this moment she grabbed the calabash and smashed it against 
the bath. She would give no answer to why she had done this. The slave 
then returned to Tutanekai and told him the calabash broke. He made 
him go down to the water once more, Hinemoa once again smashed 
the calabash against the bath. This time Tiki had told him that a man 
in the pool had broken his calabash. This made Tutanekai angry; he 
decided to go down himself to challenge the man responsible. Upon 
his arrival at the bath, Hinemoa crouched behind a rock, Tutanekai felt 
around the spot where she was hiding and pulled her up by her hair, 
demanding who she was. He could not believe his eyes; he quickly 
took off his cloak to wrap around her and returned to his house. 
The next morning the slave was sent down to Tutanekai’s house to 
see why he had slept in, the slave had recognised Hinemoa. Word 
spread quickly, and many thought the slave was telling lies. They had 
gathered around his house, and at that time, Tutanekai stepped out 
with Hinemoa by his side. At this time a fleet of canoes coming from 
the shores of Rotorua had been spotted, they knew this would be her 
people coming to take her back home. The tribes had feared war, but 
instead this created lasting peace and both tribes rejoiced. 

This story provides the narrative which is embedded into the waterfront 
development plan for Rotorua. The proposed urban square (Tutanekai 
Square), which connects with the proposed pier (Hinemoa Pier), has 
been composed to reflect this love story that is cherished by the 
region. The cloak is used as a significant design driver in this scheme. 
The canopy provides an architectural translation of this, as explained 
in the design methodology section of this document.
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Fig.  105 Illustration 
of Hinemoa & 
Tutanekai.



DESIGN NARRATIVE: 
KAITAKAKA CHARACTERISTICS

SITE PARAMETERS: AXIS/
NODE MAPPING

The map on the right illustrates the locations 
of the Mokoia island axis and the Ohinemutu 
axis that will be used to formulate the 
design output. The building design will aim 
to draw attention to the significance of 
these landmarks, through the articulation of 
elements. The red shaded area represents 
the site outline that will be dedicated to 
the building design. The car parking areas 
allocated in the waterfront development 
scheme have been reduced. This provides 
more space for the waterfront, strengthening 
its presence. The pedestrian activity should 
remain prominent in order to generate a more 
successful scheme. This site sits adjacent to 
Tutanekai square, as mentioned previously; 
the proposed building will complement the 
activity and movement of the square. The 
central green space connects the Novatel, CBD 
and ‘activity spine’ (mentioned in Wraights 
and associates’ concept design) to the site 
location. The Ohinemutu axis will complement 
the journey from the central green space and 
‘activity spine’ and strengthen the presence of 
Ohinmutu.

TĀNIKO BORDERS

WEAVING TECHNIQUE
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Fig.  106 Illustration of Kaitaka cloak.

Fig.  107 Photograph of 
Tāniko patterns 
on the Kaitaka 
cloak.

Fig.  108 Photograph of 
flax fibre weaving 
used to construct 
the Kaitaka 
cloak.
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Fig.  109 Illustrated map showing 
key design parameters 
used to formulate 
design outcomes. The 
white lines indicate the 
proposed future changes 
to occur in the waterfront 
area.
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In the initial stages of design, a series of key axes were established; this 
was formulated with the guidance of the Tohu principle (see Te Aranga 
principles, Design Methodology section). The articulation of elements abide 
by these axes and help express their importance. The Ohinemutu axis was 
established by separating the two main built forms, and the Mokoia island 
axis was established in a similar way. The canopy is an important design 
feature which unifies these built forms; it also promotes social activity 
between these spaces. The canopy spans over the bar/restaurant and 
flexible space and wraps down to the ground. The intention of this is to 
utilise the rooftop space of the restaurant while also providing sun shading 
from the north.
These built forms were articulated in a way to express the narrative of 
Hinemoa and Tutanekai. The canopy is an architectural translation of the 
cloak, used to cover Hinemoa as the legend and previous image suggest. The 
use of this narrative reflects the principle Mahi Toi (see Te Aranga principles, 
Design Methodology section).
Critical reflection:
Towards the end of designing this proposal, it became clear that designing a 
concert hall was out of my scope. This would require extensive research into 
seating layouts, sight lines, acoustic design and programme requirements. 
The scale of this proposed building proved to be too large for the 
characteristics of this site, dominating sight lines to the edge of the water 
and occupying a large amount of waterfront space.
From here, new project objectives were formulated. The project was 
scaled down to create a flexible concert hall space instead of one which 
incorporated fixed seating that entails a fixed programme. The Hinemoa 
and Mokoia axes would remain the same and are an essential part of the 
design scheme.
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Fig.  110 Illustrated map 
showing key design 
parameters used to 
formulate design 
outcomes.



Covered atrium space/ Ohinemutu
axis

Ground �oor tiered seating

Stage

Concert hall form

Front of house form

Canopy sheltering central 
walkway

Second �oor tiered seating

Intended entry for front of house

ITERATION 
ONE
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Fig.  111 Perspective of design 
iteration from Tutanekai 
square looking towards 
Ohinemutu.

Fig.  112 West Perspective of 
design iteration looking 
towards Tutanekai 
Square.

Fig.  113 Aerial perspective of design 
iteration looking towards the lake 
front.



Vertical circulation (stairs)

Tutanekai Square

Ohinemutu axis opening

Concert hall form (rounded shape)

Di�erentiating form through
change in hieghts

Front of house capturing views from
Mount Ngongotaha

Further re�nement of front of house
architectural form

Architectural elements creating
a secondary square/gathering space

ITERATION 
TWO
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Fig.  114 Perspective of design iteration from Tutanekai 
square looking towards Ohinemutu.

Fig.  115 Perspective of design 
iteration from water 
sports trust. 

Fig.  116 Aerial perspective of design 
iteration looking towards the lake 
front.



Tutanekai Square

Ohinemutu axis opening

Concert hall form (rounded shape)

Seperation of backstage indicated in green 

Secondary sheltered atrium space to 
connect front of house to concert hall
ground level

Secondary sheltered atrium space to 
connect front of house to concert hall
ground level

Front of house capturing views from
Mount Ngongotaha

Further re�nement of front of house
architectural form

Architectural elements creating
a secondary square/gathering space

Tiered seating

ITERATION 
THREE
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Fig.  117 Perspective of design 
iteration from Tutanekai 
square looking towards 
Ohinemutu.

Fig.  118 West Perspective of 
design iteration looking 
towards Tutanekai 
Square.

Fig.  119 Aerial perspective of design 
iteration looking towards the lake 
front.
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Fig.  120 Plan of final iteration.
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Fig.  121 Section of final iteration.

Fig.  122 Section of final iteration.

Fig.  123 Section of final iteration.
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Fig.  124 Aerial perspective of design 
iteration looking towards the lake 
front.
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Fig.  125 Aerial perspective of design 
iteration looking towards the lake 
front.
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Fig.  126 Perspective of design 
iteration from water 
sports trust. 

Fig.  127 Perspective of concert hall 
seating space.

Fig.  128 Perspective of concert hall 
seating space.



In this design, the overall floor area was reduced while retaining a similar 
programmatic layout. The Mokoia Island axis was strengthened, with 
its extension through to  Rangiuru Road. In this design exploration, the 
narrative of Hinemoa and Tutanekai was disregarded. Alternative narratives 
were explored; natural landscaping formations in the region became design 
inspiration. Rock cave formations were investigated, imitating the geyser, 
with the aim of drawing attention to the natural wonders that happen 
beneath Rotorua’s surface. This iteration led to a design enquiry of how 
natural light could be refracted and controlled from a specific point. In these 
iterations, a natural light source was intended to be  incorporated from the 
roof.
Critical Reflection and next steps:
This investigation soon led me to a dead end; this narrative felt weak. 
Although these complex forms facilitated interesting spaces, they became 
difficult to justify and articulate in a manner that made sense. From this 
point the story of Hinemoa and Tutanekai was re introduced as my main 
design driver. It made more sense to use this narrative and to complement 
the proposed masterplan scheme. This narrative is already embedded in the 
proposed masterplan scheme, which has undergone extensive community 
feedback, reinforcing its importance to the region. 
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Fig.  129 Illustrated map showing 
key design parameters 
used to formulate design 
outcomes.



Tutanekai square 

Tutanekai square 

Ohinemutu axis/atrium opening 
out towards Tutanekai square 

Cantilievered roof creating
spaces to gather below 

Mokoia Island axis/atrium opening 
out towards the lake edge 

MOKOIA AXIS

OHINEMUTU AXIS

ITERATION 
ONE
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Fig.  130 Perspective of design iteration from 
Tutanekai square looking towards 
Ohinemutu.

Fig.  131 Perspective of design iteration from 
Rangiuru street looking through Mokoia 
island axis towards the waterfront.

Fig.  132 Aerial perspective of design iteration 
looking towards the lake front.



Mokoia Island axis/entry point
from Rangiuru Street

Atrium/Recessed entry point
from Rangiuru Road

Interior sculpting investigation 
using Rhino. A series of  surface
points were minipulated vertically
to create these organic openings

View of organic interior space from
underneath mass

Tutanekai square 

Outdoor event/gathering space
sheltered by roof above 

Intended roof 
dashed above 

OHINEMUTU AXIS

MOKOIA ISLAND AXIS

ITERATION 
TWO
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Fig.  133 Perspective of design iteration from 
Rangiuru street looking through Mokoia 
island axis towards the waterfront.

Fig.  134 Aerial perspective of design 
iteration looking towards the 
lake front.

Fig.  135 Perspective of design 
iteration showing surface 
manipulation.

Fig.  136 Perspective of design 
iteration showing cave-like 
formations.



Red dashed lines indicate curved lines
used to generate the lofted surface in Rhino

  

Concealed light source

Concealed light source

OHINEMUTU AXIS

OHINEMUTU AXIS

ITERATION 
THREE
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Fig.  137 Diagram of proposed light 
reflection.

Fig.  138 Image of Surface 
development.

Fig.  139 Perspective of design 
iteration showing cave-like 
formations.

Fig.  140 Perspective of design 
iteration showing cave-like 
formations.
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The canopy became the focal point in this design exploration; through these 
iterations, the architectural translation of the cloak was pushed. Inevitably, 
some minor changes were made in the plan layout along the way; these are 
made apparent in the various images below. The current plan layout largely 
remains the same, following the same axes (Ohinemutu and Mokoia Island) 
as determined in the previous iteration.
Critical reflection & next steps
Out of the three iterations, this proved to be the most successful, with the 
focus drawn towards the cloak; the architectural translation of the narrative 
became stronger and began to read more clearly. From this point, I wanted 
to develop the canopy geometry and produce a constructive iteration. A 
structural grid system would have to be developed in order to support the 
surface.

DESIGN THREE
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Fig.  141 Illustrated map showing 
key design parameters 
used to formulate design 
outcomes.
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Fig.  142 Image showing canopy 
development iterations.



Three level �exible event space

Tutanekai Square

Mokoia Island axis opening
 at waters edge

Mokoia Island axis opening
at Rangiuru Road. This opening 
width has been increased to generate
a greater sense of permeability.
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Fig.  143 Perspective of design iteration from 
Tutanekai square looking towards 
Ohinemutu.

Fig.  144 Perspective of design iteration 
from water front looking towards 
Rangiuru road.

Fig.  145 Perspective of design iteration from 
Rangiuru street looking through Mokoia 
island axis towards the waterfront.
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Fig.  146 Image showing canopy 
development iterations.



Experimenting with unprotected entry, clear 
visual clue of canopy element and Mokoia 
Island

Tutanekai square

Ohinemutu axis opening

Double storey / mezzanine bar 
and restaurant space

Organic formed canopy 

Rooftop event space 
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Fig.  147 Perspective of design iteration from 
Tutanekai square looking towards 
Ohinemutu.

Fig.  148 Perspective of design iteration 
from Rangiuru street looking through 
Mokoia island axis towards the 
waterfront.

Fig.  149 West Perspective of 
design iteration looking 
towards Tutanekai 
Square.
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Fig.  150 Image showing canopy 
development iterations.



Built form following canopy form

Introduced bridges to connect spaces

Experimentation with  facade/ screening device

Open void

Waters edge

Tapering the “cloak” upwards opens up
views to waters edge and reinforces
notion of permeability
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Fig.  151 Perspective of design iteration from 
Tutanekai square looking towards 
Ohinemutu.

Fig.  152 Perspective of design iteration 
from water front looking towards 
Rangiuru road.

Fig.  153 Perspective of design iteration 
from Rangiuru street looking through 
Mokoia island axis towards the 
waterfront.
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Fig.  154 Image showing canopy 
development iterations.



Dashed canopy wraping around 

Mokoia Island axis 
at Rangiuru road  

Canopy extention creating
gathering space adjacent to 
Tutanekai square 

Ohinemutu axis opening

Mokoia Island axis at waters edge 

Canopy ‘seam  join’ 

Canopy ‘seam  join’ 

Canopy ‘seam  join’. The geometry of 
the canopy has been strategically 
broken up in to sections which could
be digitally fabricated and stiched 
together using traditional lashing 
tecniques
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Fig.  155 West Perspective of 
design iteration looking 
towards Tutanekai 
Square.

Fig.  156 Perspective of design iteration from 
Tutanekai square looking towards 
Ohinemutu.

Fig.  157 Perspective of design iteration from 
Water Sports Trust looking towards 
Tutanekai square.
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Fig.  158 Image showing canopy 
development iterations.



Atrium roof form set lower
to break roof line and help 
signify entry point from 
Rangiuru Road
  

Flexible event space formed to
mould around canopy geometry, 
like a cloak  would mould to the
body  
  

Tutanekai square  
  

Mokoia Island axis at
Rangiuru road  
  

Mokoia Island axis at
waters edge  

Rippling form mimmics cloak
dynamics 
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Fig.  159 Perspective of design 
iteration from the waterfront 
looking towards Rangiuru 
Road.

Fig.  160 Perspective of design iteration 
from Rangiuru street looking through 
Mokoia island axis towards the 
waterfront.

Fig.  161 Perspective of design iteration from 
Water Sports Trust looking towards 
Tutanekai square.



CANOPY SURFACE 
EXPLORATION

This surface was generated using Rhino. Once the surface had been moulded 
to the desired shape, the doubly curved surface was then simplified by 
generating a panelled surface. A series of panelised shapes were explored, 
this exploration investigated various ways to embed the pattern making 
component of this research into my design. A point grid system shown in 
Fig.  163 was used to inform the panel methods shown in the following 
images. As illustrated in figure Fig.  164, the surface can be divided into 
various panel shapes, the most successful were triangular panel types. The 
square type panels create gaps in between each panel join. This dramatically 
increases the complexity of the construction, requiring an obscure amount 
of embedded tolerances. The triangulated surface shown in figure X was 
further developed with a series of beams supporting these panels: two 
beam systems were developed, one straight and one curved. The curved 
beams generated a better sense of fluidity in the overall construction. Laser 
cutters were utilised to rapidly prototype different construction methods 
which can inform the construction of this canopy at built scale.
Critical Reflection & next steps:
This canopy would most likely require supporting columns in the final 
building design, with the canopy lifting up at the back it lacks the required 
ground connection to be plausible. A series of supporting columns would 
need to be added into my design to support this canopy appropriately; 
this is implemented and evaluated in the next iteration. The construction 
method of these panels require further investigation.  These panels have 
a horizontal span of over two metres resulting in the need for substantial 
thickness to to achieve this. 
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Fig.  162 Image of canopy geometry 
divided in to a grid.

Fig.  163 Image of points extracted 
from grid used to inform 
surface paneling.
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Fig.  164 Images of 
surface paneling 
iterations.



CANOPY DEVELOPMENT - 
RAPID PROTOTYPING

Laser cut models provided a way to test the feasibility of this beam and panel 
system. The true panel shapes were extracted from the software (Rhino) and 
laid out flat ready for laser cutting. Two systems were investigated, one using 
a stringer type construction and one using a table construction. The stringer 
system is the simplest solution; however, this induced a thicker beam profile. 
The tabbed construction is more complex; however, it produces a cleaner finish. 
The tabbed construction requires further investigation into tolerances needed 
and machine limitations.
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Fig.  165 Images showing 
beams integrated into 
design. 

Fig.  166 Image showing 
tesselated surface. 

Fig.  167 Image showing 
straight beam design 
iteration. 

Fig.  168 Image 
showing curved 
beam design 
iteration. 

Fig.  169 Image showing 
curved beam 
supporting 
triangulated 
panels. 
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Fig.  170 Photograph 
showing prototype 
investigating stringer 
construction.

Fig.  171 Photograph 
showing prototype 
investigating tabed 
construction.

Fig.  174 Photograph 
showing prototype 
investigating tabed 
construction.

Fig.  175 Photograph 
showing prototype 
investigating tabed 
construction.

Fig.  172 Photograph 
showing prototype 
investigating stringer 
construction.

Fig.  173 Photograph 
showing prototype 
investigating stringer 
construction.



ITERATION 
FIVE

In this iteration the canopy form was further developed, the triangular 
grid was resized to produce slightly more panels. WwThis created a more 
dramatic interior experience; this will also help modulate the construction 
of this canopy. As previously mentioned, a structural grid system had to 
be developed in this iteration. A series of columns have been designed to 
support the canopy structure. These columns have been used in order to 
break the span of the canopy; this will enable a lighter beam structure.  
Critical reflection and Next steps:
When reviewing the exterior images, the beams become dominant when 
they protrude beyond the tessellated surface. In a practical sense, this 
also becomes an issue with water runoff. In the final design, the canopy 
surface geometry will be refined further and will explore the possibility of 
hosting the panels on top of the curved beams. The columns supporting 
the roof structure begin to dominate the canopy form. Through the next 
final iterations, a beam structure which anchors into the ground will be 
explored. This will eliminate the need for a column structure, allowing the 
canopy to become the main focal point. The use of patterns on the canopy 
will be explored throughout these next iterations. The use of patterns will 
be contoured on the surface of each panel or perforated to create spatial 
effects. 

Fig.  176 Perspective of design iteration from 
Rangiuru street looking through Mokoia 
island axis towards the waterfront.

Fig.  177 Perspective of design iteration from 
roof top event space looking towards 
Tutanekai Square.
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Fig.  178 Perspective of design iteration from Tutanekai square looking 
towards Ohinemutu.



Tutanekai square

LVL beams

Triangulated panels

Columns added to support
canopy structure

Roof top public/event space 

Columns added to support
canopy structure

Mokoia Island axis opening
at waters edege

Rangiuru road axis opening
at waters edege

Canopy and supporting columns
dashed beyond

Fig.  180 Perspective of design iteration from 
Water Sports Trust looking towards 
Tutanekai square.

Fig.  181 Perspective of design iteration from Rangiuru 
street looking through Mokoia island axis towards the 
waterfront.
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Fig.  179 Perspective of design iteration 
from Tutanekai square looking 
towards Ohinemutu.



CONTOURING 
EXPLORATION

As established in the literature, patterns and surfaces 
can energise spaces and help strengthen design 
narrative. A final digital design investigation will 
explore the use of contoured surface between the two 
building, promoting a sense of energy between these 
spaces. The image on the bottom has been taken 
from inside the Ohinmutu axis atrium of the building. 
This will complement the overall design narrative 
of Hinemoa and Tutanekai. The contoured surfaces 
represent the love shared between these two people, 
which ripple out from the surfaces of the walls. A 
series of contoured surfaces will be digitally produced 
and milled using the CNC machine. LVL substrate will 
be used, exposing the end grain as previously seen 
in the ‘deep surface’ exploration of this document. 
A series of surfaces have already been investigated. 
These will require further evaluation and refinement 
for the final machining stages. A triangular motif has 
been selected; this compliments the triangular motifs 
used in the canopy design. Contouring will also be 
used to inscribe taniko patterns and flax weaving 
patterns on the triangulated panels of the canopy. 
This will help strengthen the overall translation of this 
cloak. These patterns could be left inscribed on the 
surface or used to perforate the outer shell, create a 
play of light underneath the sheltered space.
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Fig.  182 Image showing surface 
contouring design 
inquiry. 

Fig.  183 Image showing surface 
contouring design 
inquiry. 
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Fig.  184 Photograph of 3D printed 
prototype. 

Fig.  185 Photograph of 3D printed 
prototype. 

Fig.  186 Photograph of 3D printed 
prototype. 
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The purpose of this project was to develop an understanding of CAD/CAM 
technologies and explore their potential to enhance contextual expression 
and relationships. The avenues in this field are exponentially increasing 
with smarter software, engineered materials and sophisticated machinery. 
Designers in the digital age have been led into unstable architectural 
territory with unprecedented techniques. This project begins to explore 
these techniques established by a variety of designers while at the same 
time paying close attention to architecture’s vital relationship to culture 
and context. The rise of digital technologies has created tension between 
opposing critics, with some questioning its use in architectural practice. It 
became clear in the project research that the designer has a certain level of 
responsibility when using such technology; the attention paid to contextual 
and cultural relationships remain the constant throughout this architectural 
discourse. The CAD/CAM processes established in the research had to be 
learnt through practical experience. The significance of tolerance in the 
design process becomes much clearer through physical experimentation. 
The integration of tolerance requires specific material experience and design 
intuition. A certain level of handcraft skill is required in the production 
of digitally fabricated elements. It is clear now that the machine cannot 
replace the need for design intuition and handcraft.  Wood has a unique 
cultural value and is sympathetic to the context of Rotorua. On a global 
level, this material has created exciting opportunities for construction. 
Wood has rivalled the performance of materials such as steel and concrete 
that have dominated architecture for some time now. Rotorua’s Wood First 
policy has highlighted the importance of the forestry industry to the region; 

this created a unique opportunity to architecturally capture these 
ambitions. This project illustrated the potential of engineered timber 
materials and the opportunities that arise when digital technologies and 
CNC machinery is exploited in the process.
 Rotorua’s natural characteristics and cultural relationships 
provide unique design opportunities to curate an architectural product. 
Te Aranga principles provided the necessary design framework to 
establish a design narrative and associated objectives. The use of 
Wraights and Associates waterfront master plan concept provided the 
project with a set of design parameters to establish the architectural 
brief and associated criteria. The design narrative of Hinemoa and 
Tutanekai provided the design inspiration for this project. This narrative 
has also been incorporated into the master plan concept, strengthening 
the design outcomes for both parties. The architectural outcome of 
this project is ultimately a reflection of this love story narrative. The 
use of the kaitaka (cloak) became a focal point in the design scheme; 
this led to an architectural translation of the kaitaka and building form 
representing Hinemoa and Tutanekai. The kaitaka unites the two building 
forms together, expressing the events between Hinemoa and Tutanekai. 
This kaitaka is represented through the fluidity of the canopy and the 
articulation of triangulated panels. The canopy became a focal point for 
the design in terms of the complexity of the project. The concert hall 
and flexible design spaces proved the programmatic functions, giving 
purpose to the overall scheme. This architectural component provided 
a vessel in which to explore the use of digital fabrication processes 
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and CAD/CAM technologies. The sophisticated form and panelling required 
the use of computational tools and CNC machinery to provide a buildable 
solution.  The prototyping process, established in the literature study, was 
used in the design process for the canopy. A series of laser cut prototypes 
informed the feasibility of a constructional output and the employment of 
the CNC machine at a larger scale. The prototyping process proved to be vital 
in the understanding of technique, material and process.
  The architectural translation of the kaitaka (cloak) was a response to 
the notions of ‘deep decoration’ and pattern making. These design theories 
were discussed in the literature study. The articulation of structure and 
pattern making through the triangulated panels on the canopy masked the 
rationalities of structure through holistic decoration. The use of patterns 
helps strengthen the building’s ‘sense of place’, providing a platform from 
which the general public can relate to the design. The success of this project 
could be improved further with the engagement of local iwi. However, it was 
neither within the project’s scope nor its primary focus. The understanding 
of specific patterns and motifs require an extensive knowledge base and 
further research. A great deal of care was taken to express culture and 
context appropriately through a digital lens, retaining the importance of 
site specificity. The building is site-specific in that it enhances established 
circulation routes through the waterfront while complementing physical 
and visual connections. The Ohinemutu/Mokoia Island axis and the design 
narrative were crucial to fulfilling the ambitions of Te Aranga principles. These 
three components strengthen the projects ‘sense of place’ by acknowledging 
contextual relationships and important landmarks.
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12.0 PRESENTATION COMPONENT
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